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ABSTRACT 
The purpos e of this s tudy was to explore the role percep tions .of 
teen leaders and to identify some factors which influenced their role 
performance .  
The population of the study cons is ted of all 45 3 4-H members who 
attended the 1975 S tate 4-H Round-Up at The University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville . 
The data were organized under five maj or headings : (1)  personal 
characteris tics of respondents , ( 2) percept ions teen leaders had .of their 
role · in the·4-H organization , ( 3) relat ion between teen leaders '  role 
performance and their f eelings of preparedness to perform the·leadership 
role , (4) influence ·of personal , 4-H participation , and leadership 
I. 
characteris tics of teen leaders on their role percep tions , and , ( 5) in-
fluence of personal , 4-H part icipat ion , and leadership charac terist ic s  
of teen leaders on their role performance . 
The s tat.istical test used for analys is of data was the analysis 
of variance F tes t . The F values which attained the . 0 5 level were 
accepted as being s tatistically significant . 
Maj or findings of this study were : 
1 .  Teen leaders did no t perceive the role o f  j unior teaders and 
that of t een leaders to be s ignificantly different . 
2 .  Teen leaders felt prepared t o  perform signif icantly more 
leadership task than they had ac.tually performed . 
3 .  Teen leader ' s  perceptions of who should perform leadership 
tasks were · significantly influenced by their sex ,  number of clubs other 
iii 
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than 4-H to which they belonged , at tendance at j unior and/or j unior . high 
4-H meetings and plans to cont inue service as a 4-H leader . 
4 .  Teen leaders who were older , were in higher grades , or belonged 
to a larger number of  clubs performed s ignificantly more tasks than those 
who were·· younger , were in lower grades , and belonged to fewer club s . 
5 .  Teen leaders who had been enrolled in 4-H a longer period of 
time , had served as of ficers , had attended more s tate and national 
events , or had belonged to the Honor Club·.and All S tar organization.per­
formed s ignif icant!� more tasks than those with oppo�ite 4-H part icipation 
charac terist ics . 
6 .  Teen leaders who had been enrolled in the 4-H leadership 
proj ect longer , had attended more leader training meetings this year , had 
at tended j unior and j unior high club meet ings , had worked with both j unior 
and adult leaders , or had planned to continue as 4-H leaders performed 
signif icantly more tasks than those respondents with oppo s ite 4-H lead­
ership characteris tics . 
Ro le percep t ions of  teen leaders were not s ignificantly related 
to their personal characteris t ics of age , grade in school , place of 
res idence , or number.of brothers and s is ters ; to 4-H part ic ipation 
characteris t ics of number of years enrolled in 4-H ,  service as an off icer , 
number of state and national events attended , membership in the Honor 
Club , or membership in the All S tar organization ;  or . to leadership 
characteris tics .of number of years served as a j unior or t een leader , 
number of leader .training meetings attended this year , work· with·adult 
leaders , or work with j unior leaders . 
Implicatio ns and recommendations also were included . 
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CHAPTER I 
THE PROBLEM AND ITS SETTING 
I .  INTRODUCTION 
The Cooperative Extension Service , officially established by the 
passage of the Smith-Lever Act in 1914 , is a partnership organization 
between each state land grant college or univers ity , the Uni ted States 
�epartment·of Agricul ture , and local government . Youth development , 
through the 4-H Club �rogram , is an impor tant part of the to tal Cooper­
ative Extens ion Service Pro gram . 
No one · person can claim credit for starting the 4-H movement .  It  
began slowly in a great many different areas of the country . Adults , who 
saw need for rural youth to gain a new respect for their way of life , 
inst igated boy' s corn .clubs and girl's canning clubs in the early 1900s . 
In 1914 , the Smith-Lever Act was passed ,  and the United States Depar tment 
of Agriculture became a cooperator with the Extens ion Service of each 
State Land Grant College in conducting 4-H club work . 
The Tennessee 4-H program is a voluntary educat ional effort de­
signed to provide greater educat ional opportunit ies for the mental , 
physical , social , and spiritual growth·of young people . The aim of these 
opportunities is to help boys and girls develop so tJ'ta.t. th.ey may. ·lead 
us eful , satisfying lives and be bet ter prepared to accept their full share 
of adult respons ibilit ies . 
Teen leadership was introduced into the Tennessee 4-H program in 
1971 , after many years of participation in a j unior leader ship program. 
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Since that t ime , the teen leadership activity has offered senior 4-H . 
members a unique opportunity to make a contribution to the 4-H program. 
The teen leadership concep t was firs t sugges ted by Miss Emmie Nelson of 
the National 4-H Service Committee. Miss Nelson states: 
In the pas t  the 4-H j�nior leader ship programs have f illed a 
great need • . • but they no longer adequat ely meet the.needs 
o f  those 16 years of age and older. However , this does no t 
mean the basic idea is outmoded. We should continue with 
j unior 4-H leadership programs unt il the members reach 16 
years of age . . • . We [then] tap the great leadership 
potent ial that is both challenging and rewarding to them 
and to 4-H• (22: 20) 
Qualif icat ions for enrolling in the Tennes see Teen Leadership 
. t 
2 
activ ity are: (1) ba· :enrolled th:' the·:� lOth· .grane:�butfl··:notJhave: .r-eached'.� the 
maximum age·or grade for 4-H membership; (2) select an adult advisor who 
would be informed after each meeting regarding.activit ies and progress of  
group; (3) attend series of training meet ings provided; (4) recruit at  
leas t three to·.five' members and · no t over ten to  work with in either a . . 
group or club; and (6) attend the regular ly scheduled meetings of 4-H 
. 
1 
teen leaders for fur ther inf orma tion and fellowsh ip (14:3) . 
The objectives of the Tennes see 4-H Teen Leadership activity are: 
(1) to provide an oppor tunity to gain self-confidence and develop self-
control in leadership skills; (2) to think for themse lves and .develop a 
respec t for others' ideas; (3) to select and mas ter skil ls that hold 
their interes t; (4) to offer a situat ion for accep ting guidance and 
challenge on an adult level; (5) to provide a program that will help .ful-
fill a des ire to make their own choices and execute their own plans; 
�umbers in parenthes es refer to alphabetically listed reference 
in the·bibliography; numbers af ter the colon refer to page numbers. 
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(6) to gain unders tanding of younger 4-H members and how to work with 
them; (7) to unders tand and develop in their role as a 4-H teen leader.; 
(8)  to aid the 4-H teen l eader in developing working relationship with the 
adult advis er; (9) to recruit new members for their club or group; and , 
(10) to increase membership and tenure in 4-H at all age levels (14: 1) . 
II . NEED FOR THE STUDY 
The Teen Leadership activity , being relative ly new in the Tennessee 
4-H program , is s till in its experimental s tages . Observat ion of the 
program indicates a great deal of interes t on the part of senior 4-H 
members as well as confusion regarding the requirements , the effective-
ness and the impact of the activity . S tate 4-H specialis ts and county 
extension agents indicated an interest in determining progress in im-
plementing this program . These conditions indicated a need for further 
s tudy of  the teen leadership.activity . 
III . STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 
Implications made by Polly Fussell in her 1969 study of Junior 
Leadership in Tennessee included the following: 
1 .  In view of the var ied maturity levels of the 1 3  to 19 
age group , at ten�ion should be given to an expanded two level 
leadership program which would include j unior leadership for 
the 13 to 15 age group and teen leadership for the 16 to 19 
age category . 
2 .  Junior l eaders should be knowledgable of the task for 
which they are expected to perform . Extension agents , adult 
l eaders , and j unior leaders should have a mutual unders tanding 
of thes e responsibilities . 
In 1971 Tennessee adopted the first sugges tion , creating the j unior 
leadership act ivity for tho se 4-H members enrolled in j unior high school 
.. . 
•' 
and the teen leadership activity fo r 4-H memb ers enrolled in senior high 
schoo ls . 
It  was felt that an exploratory s tudy of the role of teen l eaders 
as perceived by the 4-H members themselves was needed in order to def ine 
the tasks of  j unior and teen 4-H leaders and to determine tasks being· 
performed by the junior and teen 4-H leaders in Tennessee . 
IV . PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The overall purposes of  the study were to explore the ro le per- . 
� 
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ceptions of teen leaders and to identify some factors which might influence 
their performance o f  leadership tasks . Specific obj ectives were: 
1 .  To determine the perceptions teen leaders had of  their role in 
the 4-H organizat ion . 
2. To determine·the relation between 4-H teen leaders ' role 
performance·and the .degree to which they f el t  prepared to perform 
selected tasks . 
3 .  To identify some personal , 4-H par ticipa tion , and leadership 
characteristics of  teen leaders which .influenced their .role percep tions . 
4 .  To identi fy some personal , 4-H participation , and leadership 
characteristics of  teen leaders which influenced their performance of  
s elected tasks . 
V .  DEFINITION OF TERMS 
In order that the author and reader may have a common understand-
ing o f  terms used in the s tudy , certain terms will be defined as follows: 
1 .  Senior 4-H Memb er: The senior 4-H member is a boy or girl 
enroll ed in the lOth , 11th ,  or 12th grade who is enrol led in senior 4-H .  
2 .  Junior High 4-H Member : A j unior high 4-H member is a·boy or 
girl enrolled in the 7th , 8th , or 9 th grade who is enrolled in j unior 
high 4-H .  
3 .  4-H Teen Leader : A senior 4-H member who is enrolled in the 
teen leadership act ivity and who performs cer tain des ignated leadership 
tasks . 
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4 .  4-H Junior Leader : A j unior high 4-H member who is enrolled in 
the j unior high 4-H leadership activity and who performs certain des ig­
nated leadership tasks . 
5 .  Junior Leader Task : A j unior leader task refers to a j ob or 
respons ibility which is a par t of the role of a j unior leader . 
6 .  Teen Leader Task : A teen leader task refers to a j ob or 
respons ibility which is a par t of the role of a teen leaders 
7 .  The Population : The populat ion of the s tudy included all .453 
delegates attending the 1975 S tate 4-H Round-Up in Kno xville , Tennessee . 
8 .  Developing the Ins trument : An ins trument was developed us ing 
leader .tasks previously ident if ied (Fussell , 1969) . A check lis t  was 
developed for 4-H members to indicate their perceptions of whether the 
task was applicable:to j unior l eaders , to teen leaders , to both j unior and 
teen leaders .or to neither ; whether they had ever performed the task ; and 
whether they felt  prepared to perform the task . 
VI . DATA COLLECTION 
Data were collec ted by use of a questionnaire ( See appendix . )  from 
all 453 :4-H members attending the 1975 ·State 4-H Round-Up .i.g: .. �August .. 'at The 
Univers ity of Tennessee in Knoxville . Senior 4-H ' ers representi�g all 
sections of the state were in attendance . 
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On Sunday evening , prior to the beginning of the week-long event , 
the writer met wi th two agent s from each of the five Extens ion Districts 
who were respons ible for delegate hous ing . The purpose of the survey and 
procedure to be followed was discussed . These 10 people were given 
packets , for'each adult leader , containing the ques t ionnaires , wr it ten 
directions , and penc ils for each memb er of their living group . 
On Monday afternoon , a meet ing was held for all adult leaders . At 
this time; the writer explained the procedure for adminis tering the 
quest ionnaire as well as the quest ionnaire its elf to this group . 
Packets of materials were given to leaders at Dis tric t meet ings 
Monday night . They administered the questionnaire to their living group 
on Monday night and returned the comp leted packets to the agents in 
charge of housing . 
A total of 453 ques t ionnaire was completed . Of this number , 421 
or 93 percent were·usab le . 
VII . ANALYS IS OF DATA 
The informat ion ob tained from the completed ques tionnaires was 
coded and recorded on data sheets . Data were then punched on computer 
data cards and computat ions were made by The Univers ity of Tennes see 
Computing Center . 
The s tatistical test used to determine significance of observed 
differences among various classes or group s was the analysis of variance 
F test . The F values which achieved the ·.as level were accep ted as being 
s tatis tically s ignif icant . 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The review of  literature was organized and will be reported under 
the fo llowing sections : (1) Development of the Teen Leadership Program , 
(2)  Teen Leader Concept , (3)  The Leadership Role ,  and , (4) The Needs of 
Teen Leaders . 
I .  DEVELOPMENT OF THE TEEN LEADERSHIP PROGRAM 
The beginnings of the 4-H movement can be traced to the early 1900s . 
The program's: real growth to maturity began in the po st  World War I years 
after a period of falling prices , low enrol lments , and insuffic ient 
leadership . One of the s igns of this growing-up period was the realiza­
tion by state and nat ional leader s that club memb ers must be given more 
respons ib i lity in the management of club affairs ( 24 : 194) . 
Junior . leadership prog�ams firs t began to appear in the 19 20s , as 
those in charge . began to explore possibilities  for developing future 
leaders among older'club members . Experiments with j unio r leadership in 
Arkansas , California , and Massachuset ts convinced Extension officials that 
steps should be taken to put j unior leader training on a formal basis 
(24 : 196) . 
The f irst  Internat iQnal 4-H Leader Training School was created 
at Springfield , Massachusetts , by philanthropist Horace A. Moses in 
September , . 19 23 . MOses called in Milton Danzinger who out lined a plan 
by which Moses would pay the . expenses of one ou tstanding club member from 
each of  10 eas tern·states • .  Members were brough t  in 1 week before the 
7 
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Eas tern S tates Exposition.and given a week ' s training in leadership . 
Their responsib ility was to run club ac tivities at the Exposition ( 24 : 
196-9 7) . 
Individual states soon-began to of ficial ly recogniz e the.importance. 
of junior leader.training and initiate j unior leadership as a proj ect� 
The work in j unior leadership , inaugurated in the 1920s , cont inued. to · 
grow until , . today , 4-H Club work draws heavily upon its graduates for 
local voluntary leadership ( 24 : 198) . 
Junior leadership became a proj ect in Tennes see in 1948 as an. 
outgrowth •o .f recommendations made by a study commit tee ap pointed by .the· 
Director of The University of Tennessee Agricul tural Extens ion Servic e to 
take an in�depth look at the Tennes see 4-H program (15 : 8) ·• 
As j unior leader ship b ecame mo re · important in Tennessee,  att ent ion 
began t o  focus·on concentrated leader training . Through the 4-H 
Leadership-in�Depth training program, both adult and j unior.leaders re-. 
c eived training.to .guide.programs and act ivit ies of 4-H members . The 
Tenness ee 4-H Club .Leadership-in-Depth Program printed in 19 60 states : 
Leadership development in Tennessee 4-H club work . is at 
its highest point in history . For the fir s t  time more than 
10;000 adult .and .j unior leaders are lis ted on 4-H club 
roles . During-1959 , approximately 1 , 000 or one out of. 
t en were enrolled in . our.intens ive training . program ,  
Tennessee 4-H C lub Leadership i n  Depth . ( 13 : 90)  
The teen l eader concept began to emerge in 1968 when Nelson sug-
gested that 4 -H j unior leadership programs have f illed a gr eat need in 
the past  but no longer adequately meet the needs of those 16 years of 
age and older . She s tated :  
• those in the 1 6-19 age group need an opportunity to . gain 
s elf�confidence and to develop self-control ; to think.for · 
themselves and develop respect for o thers ' ideas ; to seiect 
and ma ster skills that hold interest; and should .be afforded. 
s ituations for accepting guidance , but on the adult level . 
They need programs . that help fulfill a desire to make their 
own cho ices and execute their own plans. ·· (22:20-21) 
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Implications made in a 1969 
.
study of j unior leadership in Tennessee·· 
by Fussell suggest that a two-level leadership program be adap ted wh ich 
would include j unior leadership for the 13-to-15-year-old age group and . 
teen leadership for those 1 6  to 19 years of age . Fussell suggested that 
leadership conferences and workshops be provided for teen leaders at the 
district level on a coeducational bas is and that .some of the teen leaders 
should ass is t  with ·planning and conduc ting these conferences (1 6: 146-47) . ·. 
Following these suggestions , . the teen leadership program ·.became a 
part of the . Tennes see 4-H program in 1971 with a to tal enro llment of 
1 , 852 teen leaders (27:2) . 
II . TEEN LEADER CONCEPT 
Acco.rding. to the Scape Repo rt , youth development is one of the nine 
pro gram areas·which.should receive prio rity at tent ion by the Extension 
Service• The Scope Repor t ,  as developed by a subcommittee on Extens ion . 
\ 
Organizat ion and Policy , indicates that the Cooperative Extension Service 
should provide.learning oppor tunities and pract ical experiences in real. 
life situations for youth living on farms and in rural and suburban areas • . 
These oppor tunities "should be sufficiently challenging at advanc ing. 
maturity level s so that youth are prepared for economic , social and 
leadership respons ibilities as adul ts" (11: 11) . 
Leadership is a personal thing . It is giving of one's self .. in .. the· 
helping of others . A good leader analyzes self  to determine how he or she 
10 . 
can help others . Determining this gives the leader confidence . Studies 
show that when one is no t fairly well satis fied with one ' s  self as an 
individual , it is hard to achieve satis faction working wi th others ( 2 3) . 
Leadership development does no t start at some magical age like 14 
or 16 or 12 • . It star ts when a youth masters a task and uses his knowl­
edge to influence.others ' learning (4 : 4-5) . Leadership is an individual 
thing . Each person must develop it-for himself (1 : 10) . 
Leadership does not mean domination . It means effectively acti­
vating people-·to do for themselves things they want done . Leadership 
entails res traint , control , and moderat ion at times to achieve these 
ends ( 25 : 6 ) . 
Older 4-H ' ers may serve as leaders . Adult leaders guide them as 
they learn their role . Teen leaders are important in 4-H . Some of these 
teen leaders may enro ll in the 4-H Leadership Proj ect ; others may no t • .  
They are given responsibilities which indicate that they are impo rtant , 
capable young people well on their way to becoming adult s (12 : 1 1) . 
III .  OTHER STUDIES RELATED TO THE LEADERSHIP ROLE 
The teen leadership concept is a new phenomon ; therefore , no s tudy 
was found dealing.with . this phase of the 4-H development program . Other 
studies reviewed include all leadership phases ( j unior , teen , and adult) 
or use the term j unior leaders to include what we now call j unior and 
teen leaders . 
An Ohio survey revealed that 9 out of 10 students wanted to .help 
make·decisions.affecting them . More than 9 out of 10 were willing to 
work a year to help the nation so lve i ts problems . Dr . Ben Solomon , an 
author of  many leadership mat erials says of teenagers :  
They want and thus can gain self-respect , s tatus and 
recognition . It  is our j ob to give them opportunities to 
exercise this . desire , to put it into practice . If youth 
are denied this opportunity to serve because of  lack of 
leadership on the part o f  their adult leaders , they may 
seek s tatus and recognition in less worthy activit ies . 
(3:6-7) 
Byerley , in her Tennessee s tudy o f  factors which inf luenced 4-H 
membership status of  9 th and lOth grade girls , sugges ted that since 
senior 4-H members were more act ive in organizat ions and felt they had 
available free time , membership tenure might be increased by providing 
more and different opportunities for 4-H participation , particularly at 
the 9 th through 1 2 th grade levels ( 6 : 98) . 
Factors affecting .participation in the j unior leadership proj ect 
in four Montana counties were s tudied by Willson . She concluded . that 
participation of j unior leaders was greater when specific leadership 
assignments  were given and when the leaders had attended training meet-
ings ( 28 : 71) • · 
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In the.study.o f  . proj ect leaders in Tennessee , Lucas found that.the 
more·leadership . experience .which leaders had , the more-likely they were 
to perform a higher .number .of  tasks ( 21 : 95) • . .  
Lambert , . in .his s tudy of proj ec t leaders in Tennessee .found.that . .  
proj ect leaders.felt . qual ified to perform more tasks than.they were . per-
forming and that.they.should .perform more tasks than they felt qualif ied 
to perform_( l9 : 80) . 
The role.of  j unior leaders participating in the South Dako ta 4�H -
j unior leadership .program was.studied by Gohring . She found . that j unior . 
leaders were- being trained for a role · that they s eldom had an opportunity 
12  
to  fill (18 : 64 ) . 
Fussell , in her study of j unior leadership in Tennessee concluded : 
1 .  Junior leaders tended to perform tasks which they felt 
qualif ied to perform. 
2 .  Junior leaders tended to perform those tasks which they 
felt were most appropriate to their role . 
3 .  The degree to which j unior leaders felt  qualif ied to 
perform tasks tended to influence the selection of tasks which 
they felt to be appropriate to perform . ( 16 : 143) 
IV . NEEDS OF TEEN LEADERS 
Acco rding . to Bray , teens are basically cur ious . They want to be 
accepted by others . their age , and they want to be accepted by adul ts as 
adults .  In order to continue to be relevant to teenagers , 4-H must offer 
opportunities to relate to people such as : 
1 .  Let teens teach younger children how to make or 
grow things . . 
2 .  Get young leaders together.and talk about motivating 
and under standing their members . 
3 .  Let teens learn about people instead of about things . 
4 .  Reco gnize teens accomplishments for working with 
people. ( 5 : 33-35) 
Youth today continually seek "relevance" in their activities . They 
often complain that their education is "irrelevant " and that church and 
community act ivities are "meaningless . "  Many drop . out of 4-H programs 
af ter 2 or 3 years because programs no longer s timulate or challenge 
them (7 : 14) . 
According to Gallup polls , a great des ire exists among young people 
to serve others . Many teenagers express an interes t in working on com� 
munity proj-ects .or serving on local committees . The des ire to serve is 
further revealed in the fac t  that many of today ' s  youth plan to go into 
the teaching and other helping professions (17) . 
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Increased numbers of  teenagers , lack of  paid j ob opportunities , 
concern for human relations , and a need to be  part of  the act ion make . 
youth a maj or leadership resource . Junior and teen leader proj ects should 
be utilized to make leadership opportunit ies challenging , creative , and 
excit ing for this age group ( 9 : 4) . 
Dr . Milton Boyce , in talking with 4-H members , has found that teens 
agree that more o f  the nation ' s  youth would belong to 4-H if it meant 
they could r eally serve others ( 2 : 4-5) . People will volunteer more 
readily when the task is specific and when they can perform it competently. 
( 10 : 2 ) . Te.ens ·must  be  trained , and training should start where they are . 
Short-term apprent iceships may be appropriate to helping teens effectively 
serve · others ( 8 : 2) . 
Teenagers will assist in the 4-H program to the·extent that they 
see·possib ilities for their own growth and development . Performance .of  
leadership . tasks ·in 4-H make it possible for  youth to  develop their 
knowledge and .skills in the areas of child and youth development , 
organization , planning , and personal and group management .  This experience 
helps them develop attitudes of community service and helpfulness to 
o thers ( 10 : 2) .  
The needs o f  a 4-H member are s ummed by one member as she.says : 
These three things , responsib ility , a sense of achievement 
and leadership , .probably are the most  important as sets 4-H 
has to o ffer . Therefore , I think 4-H is .more important 
as ·an.organization to help develop good at tributes in a. 
person than j us t  to teach him to complete proj ects . ( 20 : 16) 
For the.individual in a democracy , there is a challenging con-
f rontat ion between the freedom to "do your own thing" and the responsi-
bility to try to contribute what is needed , when and where it is needed 
( 26 : 9 ) . 
CHAPTER III 
FINDINGS OF THE STUDY 
Data were organized and findings will be discussed under the 
following five sections : (1) findings concerning the teen leaders ' 
personal charac teris t ics , 4-H participation characteris tics , leadership 
characteristic s , and their reasons for par ticipating in the leadership 
proj ec t ;  (2) teen leaders ' perceptions of their role in the 4-H organiza­
tion ; ( 3) t he relation between 4-H teen leaders ' role performance and._the 
degree to which they felt prepared to perform the leadership role ; (4)  
f indings concerning personal characteristics , 4-H par ticipation charac­
teristic s , and leadership characteristics which influence teen leaders ' 
ro le expectat ions ; and (5)  findings concerning personal characteristics , 
4-H participation .characteris tics , and leadership characteris t ics which 
influence·teen leaders ' role per formance . 
I .  GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS 
The purpose o f  section I was to present data regarding teen 
leaders ' personal characteristics , their 4-H participation , and leader­
ship character ist ics, and their reasons for enrolling in the leadership 
activity , and their reasons as to why some teen leaders perform fewer 
leadership tasks than others . 
Personal Character istics  
Personal character is t ics of  teen leaders s tudied included age , 
sex, grades completed in school , place of  res idence , number of brothers 
14  
and sisters , and number of clubs other than 4-H to which teen leaders 
belonged . 
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Age . Over one-half ,  69 . 1  percent , of the 4 21 teen leaders were in 
the 16- to 17-year-old age group as shown in Table I .  Only 13 . 5  percent 
were·15 , 16 . 2  percent were 18 , and 1 percent listed their age as 19 years . 
Sex .  As shown in Table I ,  the maj ority of the teen leaders , 62 . 2  
percent , were female .  Males made up 36 . 6  percent of the 421 teen leaders 
studied . 
Grade completed in school . Four-H members must be in the lOth , 
11th ,  . or 12th grade to enroll in teen leadership. Table I indicated that , 
of the members included in the survey , 35 . 4  percent had completed the 
lOth grade , 37 . 8  percent had completed the 11th grade , and 26 . 4  percent 
were· recent .high school graduates . 
Place of  residence . Table I indicated that over one-half ,  59 . 9  
percent , o f  the teen leaders listed their place o f  residence as the farm . 
Those living in rural nonfarm areas made up 26 . 6  percent while a much· 
smaller percentage , 12 . 1 ,  lived in the urban areas with a population ex­
ceeding 2 , 500 . 
Number of brothers and sisters . Table I indicated that the maj or­
ity of teen leaders , 56 . 1  percent , had one or two brothers and sisters . 
Only 29 . 9  percent had three or  four s iblings , 7el percent had f ive or 
more , and 3.3 percent had no brothers or s is ters . 
Number of clubs other than 4-H . As shown in Table I ,  the great · 
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13 . 5  
38 . 2  
30 . 9  
1 6 . 2  
1 . 0 
0 . 2  
100 . 0  
36 . 6  
62 . 2  
1 . 2  
100 . 0  
0 . 5  
35 . 4  
37 . 8  
26 . 4  
100 . 0  
59 . 9  
26 . 6  
12 . 1  
1 . 4  
100 . 0  
3 . 3  
56 . 1  
29 . 9  
7 . 1 
3 . 6  
100 . 0  
5 . 0 
22 . 6  
33 . 2  
33 . 2  
5 . 9  
100 . 0  
maj ority of  teen leaders , 66 . 4  percent , belonged to three or more clubs 
o ther than 4-H , and 33 . 2  percent belonged to f ive or more clubs . Only 
5 . 0 percent of the teen leaders belonged to no other clubs while 22 . 6  
percent claimed membership in one or two o ther clubs . 
Four-H Participation Characteristics 
17  
Four-H participation characteristics of  teen leaders studies in­
cluded number of years enrolled in 4-H , service as an officer , number of 
s tate and national events attended , membership in the Honor Club , and 
membership _in the All S tar organization . 
Number of years enrolled in 4-H . Table II showed that only 5 . 3  
percent o f  the teen leaders had been enrolled in 4-H 5 years or less . 
Furthermore , 13 . 8  percent had been 4-H members 6 years , 26 . 1  percent were· 
7th year members , 32 . 8  percent were 8th year members , and 20 . 4  percent 
had been members for 9 years . This indicated that a large percent of the 
teen leaders initially j oined 4-H as 4 th graders . 
Served as officer . As shown in Table II , an overwhelming maj or­
ity , 93 . 3  percent , of the teen leaders indicated that they had served 
as an officer of  their club while only 6 . 7  percent had never s erved in 
any office . 
Number of s tate and national events attended . Of the state and 
national events listed in the survey , 15 . 2  percent of the teen leaders 
had attended one event , 18 . 3  percent had attended two , 23 . 0  percent had 
attended three , 17 . 8  percent had attended four , 17 . 1  percent had attended. 








4-H PARTICIPATION CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
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0 . 5  
0 . 7  
1 . 4  
1 . 0 
1 . 7  
13 . 8  
26 . 1  
32 . 8  
20 . 4  
1 . 7  
100 . 0  
93 . 3  
6 . 7  
100 . 0  
0 . 2  
15 . 2  
18 . 3  
23 . 0  
1 7 . 8  
1 7 . 1  
7 . 4  
0 . 7  
0 . 2  
100 . 0  
88 . 6  
10 . 5  
1 . 0 -
100 . 0  
83 . 4  
13 . 1  
3 . 6  
100 . 00 
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only 0 . 2  percent had attended all eight events lis ted in the survey . 
Honor Club member . As shown in Table II , 88 . 6  percent of  the teen 
leaders were members of the Honor Club while only 10 . 5  percent were not 
Honor Club members . 
All S tar member . A maj ority , 83 . 4  percent , of the teen leaders 
were All S tar members as shown in Table II . Only. 13 . 1  percent said that 
they did no t belong to the All S tar organization . 
Leadership Charac teris t ics 
Leadership characteristics  o f  t een leaders studied included numb er 
of years enrolled in the leadership activity , number of leader training 
meetings attended this year , attendance at j unior or j unior high club 
meetings , work with adult leaders , work with teen leaders , and plans to 
continue s ervice as 4-H leaders . 
Number of  years in leadership activity .  Table III showed that the. 
maj o rity of teen leaders had been enrolled in the leadership activity 3 
or more years . A total of  30 . 9  percent ind icated 3 years , 23 . 5  percent 
4 years , and 17 . 3  percent 5 years . Only 7 . 8  percent were 1s t year teen 
leaders while 15 . 4  . percent indicated they had been enrolled 2 years . Only 
5 percent of  the teen leaders were not currently enrolled in the leader­
ship activity . 
Number of leader training meetings att ended this year . As shown 
in Table III, 26 . 8  percent of the teen leaders had attended no . training. 
meetings during the current year . One training meet ing had been attended 
by 20 . 4  percent of the teen leaders while 20 . 9  percent had attended two 
TABLE III 
LEADERSHIP CHARACTERIS TICS OF TEEN .LEADER RESPONDENTS 
. .. . . .  
Leadership Characteris tics 
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5 . 0 
7 . 8  
15 . 4  
30 . 9  
2 3 . 5  
1 7 . 3  
100 . 0  
26 . 8  
20 . 4  
20 . 9  
1 3 . 3  
5 . 5  
1 3 . 2  
100 . 0  
59 . 6  
35 . 9  
4 . 5  
100 . 0  
45 . 1  
44 . 7  
4 . 8 
5 . 5  
100 . 0  
3 3 . 3  
49 . 2  
11 . 6  
5 . 9  
100 . 0  
Table III , continued 
Leadership Characteristics 
Plans to Gon��pue Service as 













88 . 4  
5 . 2  
6 . 4  
100 . 0  
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meet ings , 13 . 3  percent had attended three , 5.5 per cent had attended four , 
and 13 . 2  percent had attended five or more leader training meetings . 
Attendance at junior or junior high club mee tings. Table III 
showed that over one-half of the teen leaders , 59 . 6  percent , attended. 
j unior or j unior high club meetings as part of  their leadership respons i­
b ilities . Such meetings were no t attended by 35 . 9  percent of  the teen 
leaders . 
Work.with adult leader . Table III showed that 45�1 percent of the 
teen leaders worked with an adult leader frequently , 44 . 7  percent worked 
with an adult leader occasionally , and 4.8 percent had no t worked wi th 
an adult leader . 
Work with junior leader . As shown in Table.III , 33 . 3  percent of 
the teen leaders had worked with j unior leaders frequently , 49 . 2  percent 
worked with j unior leaders occasionally , and 11 . 6  percent had no t worked 
with· j unior .  leaders . 
Plans to continue service·as a 4-H . leader . The maj ority of  teen 
leaders , 88 . 4  percent , planned to continue to serve in a 4-H leadership 
role as shown in .Table III . Only 5 . 2  percent did no t plan to serve as 
leaders in the future . 
Teen Leaders' Reasons . for Enrolling in Leadership 
Table · IV shows the rank order of reasons , from mos t  impor tant to 
least important , teen leaders gave for enro ll ing in the leadership 
ac tivity . Ranking of the reasons was based upon the highest number of  
first  place responses for  each reason . Rankings were al so shown for 
TABLE IV 
TEEN LEADERS' REASONS FOR ENROLL ING IN LEADERSHIP 
Reason Ranked Reason·. Ranked Reason Ranked 
Reason for 1st  2nd 3rd Total (N = 421) 
Enrollins in LeadershiE Number Percent Numb er Percent Number Percent Number Per cent 
To develop leadership ab ility , 
self-conf idence , and poise in 
meeting and working with people 231 54 . 9  85 20 .2  35 8 . 3  351 83 . 3  
To help other 4-H members 66 15 .7 73 17 . 3  54 12 . 8  1 9 3  45 . 8  
To help build a strong 4-H 
record 26 6 . 2 4 3  10 .2 70 16 . 6  139 3 3 . 0  
To enj oy meet ing and work ing 
wi th other teen leaders 24 5 . 7 109 25 . 9 83 19 .7 216 51 . 3  
To take par t in 4-H camp , trips , 
and other special ac tivities 21 5 . 0 52 12 . 4  105 24 . 9  178 42 . 3  
A bro ther , sis ter , or friend who 
was serving or had served as a 
teen leader encouraged you to 
enroll 11 2 . 6  1 6  3 . 8  11 2 . 6 38 9 . 0 
My extens ion agent encouraged 
me to enroll 6 1 . 4 10 2 . 4  22 5 . 2 38 9 . 0 
My adul t leader encouraged 
me to enroll 3 . 7 2 . 5  9 2 . 1  14 3 . 3  
Other reasons 5 1 . 2 3 . 7  4 1 . 0 12 2 . 9  
No response 28' 6 . 7 28 6 . 7 ·28 6 . 7 




2nd and 3rd choice responses . The largest percent , 54 . 9 ,  indicated their 
most  impor tant reason for enrolling in teen leadership was "To develop 
leadership ability , self-confidenc e , and poise in meet ing and working 
with people . "  An overwhelming maj ority , 83 . 3  perc ent , o f  the teen 
leaders indicated that this was one of their top three cho ices . O ther 
important reasons , in order of f irst choice ,  were "To help o ther 4-H 
members , "  "To help build a s trong 4-H reco rd , "  "To enj oy mee ting and 
working with o ther teen leaders , "  and "To take par t in 4-H camps , 
trips , and other special activit ies . "  These data indicated that teen 
leaders enrolled in leadership primarily to take advantage of the oppor­
tunity the ieadership ac tivity afforded for personal and soc ial 
development .  
Reasons For No t Performing Leadership Tasks 
Tab le V showed the rank order o f  reasons , from mo st impor tant 
to least impor tant , which teen leaders f el t  prevent�d them from perform�. · 
ing leadership tasks . Ranking o f  the reasons was based upon the highest 
number of fir s t  place responses . The larges t percent , 4 5 . 8 ,  indicated 
they' fel t  "4-H members are no t aware of what they can do . "  A large 
maj ority , 81 . 6  percent , of respondents indicated that this was one of  
their top three choices . Other important reasons , in order of first 
choice , were "4-H members are afra id they cannot do a good j ob "  and "No 
one asked the 4-H member to participate . "  These data indicated that 
4-H members felt that more information should be made availab le to ac­
quaint the pot ential 4 -H teen leaders with · oppor tunities in the 4-H 
leadership activity . 
TABLE V 
REASONS FELT TO PREVENT TEEN LEADERS FROM PERFORMING LEADERSHIP TASKS 
-�--.-� .. �----...._ 
Reason Teen Leaders 
Do Not Perform 
- - "" aoo. • • o ' •  
Leadership Tasks 
4-H memb ers ·are·· not --aware· of· · 
what they· can do 
. . . 
4-H members are afraid they 
cannot do a ·good j ob 
No one asked the 4 -H member 
to participate 
4-H memb ers do not have 
transportation 
4-H program is too adult 
dominated 
Parents won't let 4-H'ers 
participate 






1 s t  
Number Percent 
193 45 . 8  
7 7  18 . 3  
39 9 . 3  
2 7  6 . 4  
24 5 . 7  
15  3 . 6  
9 2 e l 
16 3 . 8  
21 5. 0 
4 21 100 . 0  
Reason Ranked Reason Ranked 
2nd 3rd 
Number Percent Number Per cent 
94 22 . 3  5 7  1 3 . 5  
� 
114 •. 2 7 . 1  65 15 . 4  
69 16 . 4  80 19 . 0  
41 9 . 7 48  11 . 4  
24 5 . 7  4 6  10 . 9  
18 4 . 3 33  7.8 
25 5 . 9 29 6 . 9 
11 2 . 6  25 5 . 9 
25 5. 9 38 9.0 
4 21 100 . 0  4 21 100 . 0  
Total 
Number Percent 
344 ... 81 . 6  
265  60 . 8  
188 44 . 7  
116 2 7 . 5  
94 2 2 . 3  
66  15e7 
63 14 . 9  





Descriptive data concerning teen leaders revealed tha t the maj ority 
were 1 6  or 17 years old and had compl eted the lO th or 11th grade . Over 
half of the teen leaders were femal es . Mos t  lived on farms and had one 
or two brothers or sis ters and belonged to at leas t three clubs other than 
4-H .  
A maj ority o f  teen leaders had been enrolled in 4-H at leas t 7 
years and had served as an of ficer in the ir 4-H Club . Mo st had attended­
between three and five state or nat ional events and were members of bo th 
the Honor Club and All Star Organizat ion. 
The maj ority of respondents had been enrolled in the leadersh ip . 
activity 3 or more years and had at tended one or two training meet ings 
this year . Over half had at tended junior or junior .high mee t ings as par t 
of their leadership responsib ili ty. Most teen leaders had worked with 
both adul t leaders and junior leaders occasional ly and planned to con­
tinue to serve as 4-H leaders . 
Data indicated that teen leaders enrolled in the leader sh ip 
act ivity primar ily to take advantage of the opportuni ty the leadership 
ac tivity afforded . for personal and soc ial development. Teen leaders 
also indicated that they felt more informa tion should be made available 
to acquaint po tential 4-H teen leaders with opportunit ies available in 
the leader ship activity . 
II. PERCEPTIONS TEEN LEADERS HAD OF THEIR 
ROLE IN THE 4-H ORGANIZATION 
21 
A total of 62 leadership tasks were identified and presented to 
teen leaders . Teen leaders responded to the 62 tasks by indicating 
whether they felt only junior leaders, only teen leaders, both junior 
and teen leaders, or neither junior nor teen leaders should perform each 
task. The following sect ion deals with data from teen leaders concern­
ing who should perform each task . 
Who Should Perform Leadership Tasks 
Tasks were organized and will be discussed under five subsections: 
(1) organizing and conducting a 4-H club, (2) teaching and providing 
assis tance to o ther 4-H members, (3) planning and conducting local, 
county, and district 4-H events and activities, (4) self-improvetnent of 
the teen leader, and (5) promot ing 4-H through public presentations, ex­
hibits, and other media . 
Organizational tasks . The first 19 tasks were concerned with 
organizational responsibilities of 4-H teen leaders . Data presented on 
page 29 showed that a maiority of the leaders felt that all organiza­
tional tasks should be performed either by both junior and teen leaders 
or only by teen leaders . 
Those tasks which the highest proportion of teen leaders felt 
�hould be performed by teen leaders only included "Train 4-H club 
of ficers and club members in parliamentary procedure," 57.5 percent; 
"Install 4-H ·club officers," 52 . 0  percent; "Tell junior members of oppor­
tunit ies available in s enior 4-H," 50 . 1  percent; "Assist: in organizing 
a local 4-H club , "  4 4 . 7  percent ; and "Complete reports requested by the 
adult leader or county extension agent , "  4 3 . 0  percent . 
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A total of 64 . 1  per cent of teen leaders felt that both j unior and 
teen leaders should "Recruit new members for your club , "  while 61 . 3  
percent indicated that both should "Serve on local 4-H commit tees . "  A 
maj ority of teen leaders ,  57 . 0  percent , felt that both j unior and teen 
leaders should "Inform members of the date , time , and place of lo cal mee t­
ings . "  Other organizational tasks which respondents indicated should be 
performed by bo th included "Help members plan regular local 4-H meetings , "  
56 . 8  percent ; "Teach first year members the 4-H pledge , mo tto , and 
creed , "  56 . 8  percent ; "Help conduct recreation at 4-H meetings , "  55 . 1  
percent ; "Help members keep a bulletin board of club publicity , "  5 2 . 7  
percent ; and "Help new members learn the purpo se and values of 4-H club 
work ; "  52 . 5  percent . 
Other tasks which the .highest  proportion of teen leaders said 
should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders were "Teach flag 
etiquette to .members of club , "  49 . 4  percent ; "Help 4-H officers plan the 
annual club pro gram" 47 . 0  percent ; "Help the club plan and conduct com­
munity service activities (e . g . , health , community beaut ification) , "  
4 6 . 6  percent ; . "As s is t j unior member s in completing enrollment cards , "  
46 . 1  percent ; "Help . members prepare for their responsibility at 4-H 
meet ings , "  44 . 7  percent ; and "Help off icers keep a record of achieve­
ments of club , " 42 . 5  percent . 
In summary of data in Table VI , the highes t proportion of the teen . 
leaders felt that none of the 19 or ganizat ional tasks . should be per­
formed by only j unior leaders , five tasks should be performed only by 
TABLE VI 
NUMBERS AND PERCENTS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS WHO FELT THAT ONLY JUNIOR LEADERS , ONLY TEEN LEADERS , 
BOTH JUNIOR AND TEEN LEADERS , OR NEITHER SHOULD PERFORM EACH OF THE 62  TASKS 
Leadership Task 
Organizational Task 
1 .  Train 4-H officers and club 
members in parliamentary procedure . 
2 .  Install 4-H club officers . 
3 .  Help 4-H officers plan the 
annual club program. 
4 .  Help members plan regular local 
4-H meetings . 
5 .  Help conduct recreation at 
4-H meetings . 
6 .  Help the club plan and conduct 
community service activities 
(e . g . , health , community 
beautif ication) . 
7 .  Help members prepare for their 
responsibility at . 4-H meetings . 
8 .  Serve · on .local 4-H committees . 
9 .  Inform members of the date , 
time , and place of  local meetings . 
10 . Ass ist in organizing a local 
4-H club . . . 
11 . Help new members learn the 




38 9 . 0 
4 3  10 . 2  
53  12 . 6  
78  18 . 5  
82  19 . 5  
50 11 . 9  
61 14 . 5  
46 10 . 9  
74  17 . 6  
34  8 . 1  
55  13 . 1  
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Teen Leaders Bo th 
Number Percent Number Percent 
242 57 . 5  114 27 . 1  
219 52 . 0  118 28 . 0  
141 33 . 5  198 4 7 . 0  
77  18 . 3  239 56 . 8  
68 16 . 2  232 55 . 1  
155 36 . 8  196 46 . 6  
152 36 . 1  188 44 . 7  
93  22 . 1  258 61 . 3  
78 18 . 5  240 57 . 0  
188 44 . 7  1 62 38 . 5  
130 30 . 9  221 52 . 5  
Neither 
Number Percent 
14 3 . 3  
21 5 . 0 
13  3 . 1  
7 1 . 7  
6 1 . 4  
6 1 . 4 
4 1 . 0  
3 0 . 7  
9 2 . 1  
14 3 . 3  
1 0 . 2  
N 
\.0 
Table VI , continued 
. -
Leadership Task 
1 2 . Teach firs t year members th� 
4-H pledge , mo tto , and creed . 
13 . Teach flag etiquette to 
members of  club . 
14 . Help officers keep a record 
of achievements of club . 
15 . Help members keep a bulletin 
board of club publicity . 
16 . Assist j unior members in 
completing enrollment cards . 
17 . Complete reports requested by 
the adult leader or  county 
extension agent . 
18 . Recruit new members for 
your club . 
19 . Tell j unior members of 
opportunities available in senior 
4-H . 
TOTAL (Organizational Task) 
Proj ect Leadership Task 
20 . Help members to determine 
progress in their proj ects and 
activities . 
21 . Make home visits to each 
member· with whom you work . 
Junior Leaders --
Number Percent 
9 2  21 . 9  
73  1 7 . 3  
51 1 2 . 1  
74 17 . 6  
85 20 . 2  
4 4  10 . 5  
4 7  11 . 2  
44 10 . 5  
1124 14 . 7  
44  10 . 5  
46  10 . 9  
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Teen Leaders Both Neither 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
. 69 1 6 . 4  239 56 . 8  2 0 . 5  
114 27 . 1  208 49 . 4  11 2 . 6  
1 68 39 . 9  179 4 2 . 5  10 2 . 4 
96  22 . 8  222  52 . 7  13  3 . 1 
126  29 . 9  194 4 6 . 1  2 0 . 5  
181 43 . 0  164 39 . 0  1 6  3 . 8  
80 19 . 0  270 64 . 1  6 1 . 4  
211 50 . 1  147  34 . 9  4 1 . 9  
2588 33 . 8  3 789 49 . 5  162  2 . 1 
163 38 . 7  184 43 . 7  16  3 . 8 
188 44 . 7  141 33 . 5  29 6 . 9 
w 
0 
Tab le VI , continued 
Teen Leaders · 
Who Should Perform 
Junior Leaders Teen Leaders Bo th Neither 
Leadership Task Number PeJ:-_c_e_!!_t --�-�!>ei" P�rcent N!!_t!!_l>_�):" ___ I>_ercent Number Percent 
. r.· � . - ·- • .  22. Cond�� � � �-� proj ec� group 
meetings . · -
23. Help -����nge �-H proj ect 
tours for members . 
24 . Condu�t training meeting to 
help clu� members learn to 
keep 4-H records 
25. Check record books regularly 
and see that they are turned in 
on time . 
26. Help secure proj ect materials 
(e . g . , animals , fabric , equipment) 
for members with whom you work . 
27. Help 4-H members get additional 
proj ec t information . 
28 . Collect 4-H exhibits for fairs 
and shows . 
29. Help conduct special interest 
training meetings for 4-H members . 
30 . Teach j udging standards to 
4-H members . 
31 . Encourage and as sist members in 
prepar ing proj ec t and ac tivity ex­
hibits for achievement days , fairs , 











9 . 7  179 
l0 . 2  201 
6 . 2 209 
8 . 8  192 
10 . 9  14 7 
9. 7 128 
8 . 6  128 
9. 0 201 
8 . 3  206 
9 . 0 1 24 
42. 5 174 41 . 3  4 1 . 0 
4 7 . 7  137 32 . 5 17 4 . 0  
49 . 6  161 38 . 2  11 2. 6 
45 . 6  154 36 . 6  33 7 . 8  
34 . 9  202 48 . 0  23 5. 5 
30 . 4  232 55. 1 15 3 . 6  
30 . 4  215 51 . 1  25 5. 9 
4 7 . 7 160 38 . 0  14 3 . 3  
48 . 9  14 8 35.2 12  2. 9 
29 .5  242 51.5 6 1 . 4  
w 
...... 
Table VI , continued 
Leadership Task 
. -·* � - - .. �- . ... .  . . . 
32 . Teach _m�!Dber�-- how �o give a 
demons tra�i�� � . . . 
33 . Help ��hers plan and write 
speeches . 
34 . Distribute 4-H literature to 
club members . 
35 . Discuss the progress of 
members with the adult leader or 
extension agent . 
TOTAL (Proj ec t Leadership Task) 
Junior Leaders 
· Numb er Percent 
29 6 . 9  
37 8 . 8  
63  15 . 0  
39 9 . 3  
6 39 9 . 8 
Task Related to Planning and �onduc ting 
4-H Events and Activities 
36 . Help t each a special interest 
group at camp . 4 3  10 . 2  
37 . Help with · camp recreation 57  13 . 5  
38 . Help wit� camp craf ts . 44 10 . 5  
39 . Help with vespers and 
camp f ire programs . 48 11 . 4  
40 . Help with camp flag 
ceremonies . 4 6  10 . 9  
41 . Help in dining . hall at camp . so 11 . 9  
4 2 . Serve as a living group 
leader at camp . 43  10 . 2  
4 3 . Serve on a teen� leader camp 
planning committee . 38 9 . 0  
· -
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Teen Leaders Both Neither 
Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
165 39 . 2  213 50 . 6  7 1 . 7  
159 37 . 8  212 50 . 4  7 1 . 7  
10 3 24 . 5  235 55 . 8  11 2 . 6  
1 80 4 2 . 8  166 39 . 4  24 5 . 7  
2673 40 . 9  29 7 6  45 . 5  254 3 . 9 
189 44 . 9  174 41 . 3  5 1 . 2  
107 25 . 4  245 58 . 2  4 1 . 0 
126 29 . 9  243 5 7 . 7  3 0 . 7  
98 23 . 3  269 63 . 9  2 0 . 5  
9 5  22 . 6  269 63 . 9  4 1 . 0 
9 6  22 . 8  265 62 . 9  4 1 . 0  
206 48 . 9  
v 
149 35 . 4  10 2 . 4  
236 56 . 1  132 31 . 4  5 1 . 2  
w 
N 




. .  -
--� ._, ·=- -· -- - -... - - .  - .. . ... � ... - . - .  .. 
. .  -
44 . Help pJ�!l� �nd conduc t. loc�l. 
4-H events . .. . .. - .. . -
45 . Help �� t�in ��ansportation for 
members  tQ spe�ial activit ies . 
4 6 . Help �onduc t local 4-H events . 
4 7 .  Info� club members of how the 
County Ext�nsio� Office and other 
agencies may. help members . 
. .  
TOTAL (Task Related to Planning and 
Conduc ting 4-H Events and Activities)  
Self-Improvement Task 
4 8 .  Help plan and conduct training 
programs for new j unior and teen 
leaders . 
49 . Read the Nat ional 4-H News and 
other teen leadership references . 
50 . Attend leader training meetings . 
51 . Partic ipate in a county 4-H teen 
leader special interest {proj ect) 
group . 
52 . S tart a new proj ec t group . 
53 . Make a written plan in 
coop eration with the adult leader 
or Extens ion Agent on what you will 
do as a teen leader (when , where , 
what , how) . 
Junior Leaders 
Numb er P ercent 
4 3  10 . 2  
3 7  8 . 8  
38 9 . 0  
4 1  9 . 7  
528  10 . 6  
3 4  8 . 1  
40 9 . 5 
31 7 . 4  
30 7 . 1 
39 9 . 3 
4 6  10 . 9  
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Teen Leaders Both Neither 
Number P er cent Number Percent Number Percent 
131 31 . 1  238 56 . 5  4 1 . 0 
204 48 . 5  . 142  33 . 7  30 7 . 1  
121 28 . 7  24 6 58 . 4  3 0 . 7  
14 4 34 . 2  21 5 51 . 1  16  3 . 8  
1 7 5 3  35 . 4  2587 5 2 . 2  90 1 . 8  
1 7 2  40 . 9  1 80 4 2 . 8  29 6 . 9  
133 31 . 6  237  56 . 3  6 1 . 4 
113 26 . 8  263 62 . 5  2 0 . 5  
163 38 . 7  214 50 . 8  5 1 . 2  
173  4 1 . 1  196  4 6 . 6  6 1 . 4 
180 4 2 . 8  1 6 7  39 . 7  24 5 . 7  
w 
w 
Table VI , cont inued 
Leadership Task 
- - �� . � .. -· . 
54 . Keep � .�ecord of what you do 
in 4-H t�e11- le�dership . 
55 . Serv� . . o� . a �ounty 4-H council . 
56 . Hold _ c��ference with Extension 
Agent s to revi�w progres s you 've 
made in carrying out teen leader-
ship tasks . 
TOTAL (Self-Improvement Task) 
4-H Promo tional Task 
57 . Speak to local civic clubs 
and other groups . 
58 . Part icipa�� in radio and T . V .  
programs . 
59 . Prepare window displays and 
exhib its dur ing National 4-� Week . 
60 . Work with · club reporter to help 
wr ite news art icles . 
61 . Arrange for and help members 
plan and par t icipate in rad io and 
T . V .  programs . 
62 . Write proj ect literature . 
TOTAL (4-H Promo t ional Task) 
Jun·ior Leaders 
Number Percent 
35 8 . 3  
3 7  8 . 8  
34 8 . 1  
3 2 6  8 . 8  
3 2  7 . 6  
3 3  7 . 8  
4 1  9 . 7  
36 8 . 6  
3 3  7 . 8  
33  7 . 8 
208 8 . 3  
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Teen Leaders Bo th 
Number Percent Number Percent 
165 39 . 2  208 49 . 4  
1 89 44 . 9  1 7 6 4 1 . 8  
1 7 7  4 2 . 0  19 2 45 . 6  
14 65 39 . 4  1833 49 . 4  
1 7 3  41 . 1  208 49 . 4  
134 31 . 8  24 3 5 7 . 7  
9 6  22 . 8  275 65 . 3  
112  26 . 6  261 62 . 0  
173  41 . 1  180 42 . 8  
1 7 1  40 . 6  1 7 6  34 . 7  
859 34 .· 2 1 34 3  53 . 5  
Neither 
Number Percent 
5 1 . 2 
3 0 . 7  
9 2 . 1  
89 2 . 4  
2 0 . 5  
2 0 . 5  
4 1 . 0  
8 1 . 9  
25 5 . 9 
61 14 . 5  




teen leaders , 14 should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders , 
and none of the tasks should be avoided by both j unior and teen leaders . 
Considering all responses to all of the 19 organizational tasks , 
49 . 9  percent of the teen leaders felt that the tasks should be performed 
by both j unior and teen leaders . Likewise ;  33 . 8  percent felt the tasks 
should be performed by teen leaders only , 14 . 7  percent only by j unior 
leaders , and 2 . 1  percent felt that the tasks should not be performed by 
either j unior or teen leaders . 
Project  leadership tasks . Tasks numbered 20 through 35 on the 
ques tionnaire were considered proj ect leadership tasks . These were 
primarily concerned with teaching and providing assistance to other 4-H 
members with their 4-H proj ect or activity . 
Table VI showed that 49 . 6  percent of  teen leaders felt that only 
teen leaders should · "Conduct training meetings to help club members 
learn to keep 4-H records , "  and 48 . 9  percent felt that only teen leaders 
should · "Teach j udging standards · to 4-H . members . "  A total of 47 . 7  percent 
of teen leaders felt that only teen leaders should "Make home visits to 
each member with whom you work , "  "Help arrange 4..;.H proj ect tours . for 
members , "  and . "Help conduct special interest training meetings for 4-H 
members . "  Other tasks respondents said should be performed by teen 
leaders include "Check record books regularly and see that they are 
turned in on time , "  45 . 6  percent ; "Discuss the progress of members with 
the adult leader or extension agent , "  42 . 8  percent ; and "Conduct 4-H 
proj ect group meetings , "  42 . 5  percent . 
The highest proportion of teen leaders , 57 o 5  percent , felt that 
both junior and teen leaders should "Encourage and assist members in 
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preparing proj ect and activity exhibits for achievement days , fairs , 
shows , etc . "  A total of 55 . 8  percent of respondents said that both j unior 
and teen leaders should "Distribute 4-H literature to club members , "  
55 . 1  percent said that both should "Help 4-H members get additional 
proj ect information , "  51 . 1  percent said both should "Collect 4-H exhibits 
for fairs and shows , "  and 50 . 6  percent said both j unior and teen leaders 
should "Tea.ch members how to give a demonstration . "  Other proj ect leader­
ship tasks .teen leaders thought should be performed by both j unior and 
teen leaders included "Help members plan and write speeches , "  50 . 4  percent ; 
"Help secure proj ect materials (e . g . , animals , �abric , equipment) for 
members with whom. you work , "  48 . 8  percent ; and "Help members to determine 
progress in their proj ects and activities , "  43 . 7  percent � 
In summary , Table VI showed that the highest proportion of teen 
leaders felt that none of the proj ect leadership tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , eight tasks should be performed only by teen 
leaders , eight tasks should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders , 
and none of  the tasks should be avo ided by both j unior and teen leaders . 
Considering all responses to all of the 16 proj ect leadership 
tasks , 45. 5 .percent . of  the teen leaders felt that the tasks should be 
performed by both junior and teen leaders .. Likewise , 40 . 9 percent felt 
the tasks . should be performed only by teen leaders , 9 . 8  percent only by 
j unior leaders , and 3 . 9  percent felt that the tasks should not be per­
formed by either j unior or teen leaders . 
Tasks related to planning and conducting 4-H events and activities . 
Tasks numbered 36 through 4 7  on the questionnaire were related to planning 
and conducting 4-H events and activities on the local , county , and state 
levels . 
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Table VI showed that 56 . 1  percent of teen leaders fel t that only 
teen leaders should "Serve on a teen leader camp planning committee , "  
48. 9 percent fel t only teen leaders should "Serve as a living group leader 
at camp ," 48.5 percent felt only teen leaders should "Help ob tain trans­
portat ion for memb ers to special activities ," and 44. 9 percent felt only 
teen leaders should "Help teach a spec ial interes t group at camp ." 
A total of 63 . 9  percent of respondents said that both j unior and 
teen leaders should "Help with vespers and campfire programs ," 63. 9  
percent said both should "Help with camp flag ceremonies ," and 62 . 9  
percent said .bo th should "Help in dining hal l at camp . " Tab le VI also 
indicated that 58. 4 percent of the teen leaders felt both should "Help 
conduc t local 4-H events ," 58.2 percent felt both should "Help with camp 
recreation ," and 57 ,7 percent felt bo th should "Help with camp craf ts. " 
Other tasks .which teen·leaders felt both j unior and teen leaders should 
perform include "Help . plan and conduct local 4-H events ," 56.5 percent; 
and "Inform club members of how the County Extension Off ice and other 
agencies may help members ," 51 . 1  percent . 
In summary , the 12  tasks concerned wi th planning and conducting 
local , county , and dis trict 4-H events and ac tivities , the highest 
proport ion .o f . teen leaders felt that none should be performed only by 
j unior leaders , . four should be performed only by teen leaders , and eight 
should be performed ·.by both j unior and teen leaders. None of the tasks 
were felt to be inappropriate for bo th j unior and teen leaders to perform . 
Considering all responses to all of the 1 2  tasks related to 
planning and conduct ing 4-H events and ac tivit ies , 52 . 2  percent of teen 
leaders felt that the tasks should be performed by bo th j unior and teen 
leaders . Likewis e ,  35 . 4  percent felt tasks should be performed only by 
teen leaders , 10 . 6  percent only by j unior leaders , and 1 . 8  percent felt 
the tasks should no t be performed by ei ther j unior or teen leaders . 
Self-improvement tasks . Tasks numbered 48 through 56 on the 
quest ionnaire were concerned with self-improvement of leaders . 
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A to tal of 44 . 9 - percent of the teen leaders felt  that only teen 
leaders should "Serve on a county 4-H counc il , and 42 . 8  percent felt that 
only teen leaders should "Make a written plan in cooperation with the 
adult leader or Extension Agent on what you will do as a teen leader 
(when , where , what , how) . "  
A maj ority of  respondents , 62 . 5  percent felt that both j unior and 
teen leaders should "At tend leader training meetings . "  Tab le VI also 
indicated that 56 . 3  percent of respondents felt that both j unior and teen 
leaders - should "Read . the National 4-H News and other teen leadership 
references , "  . 50 . 8  percent said both should "Participate in a county 4-H 
teen leader special . interes t · (proj ect) group , "  and 49 . 4  percent said 
both should "Keep a record of what you do in teen leadership . "  Other 
tasks ·which - respondents said should be performed by both j unior and teen 
leaders include · "S tar t a new proj ect group , "  46 . 6  percent ; "Hold con­
ference with - Extension Agents to review progres s you ' ve made in carry­
ing - out teen leadership task , "  4 5 . 6  percent ; and "Help plan and conduct 
training programs for new j unior and teen leaders , "  4 2 . 8  percent . 
In summary of . the nine tasks concerning self-improvement , the 
larges t proport ion . of teen leaders said none should be performed only 
by j unior leaders ,. two tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 
and seven tasks should be performed by bo th j unior and teen l eaders . 
None of the tasks were felt  by the largest proportion of  respondents to 
be inappropriate for both j unior and teen leaders to perform .  
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Considering all responses to all of the nine self-improvement 
tasks , 49 . 4  percent of teen leaders felt that the tasks should be  per­
formed by both junior and teen leaders , 39 . 4  percent felt  the tasks should 
be performed only by teen leaders , 8 . 8  percent only by j unior leaders , 
and 2 . 4  percent felt the tasks should not be performed by either j unior 
or teen leaders . 
Four-H promotional tasks . Tasks numbered 57  through 62 on the 
questionnaire - are concerned with promoting the 4-H program through public 
presentations , exhibits , and other media . 
Table VI , page 29 , showed that 40 . 6  percent of  respondents felt 
only teen leaders should "Write proj ect l iterature . "  
The highest proportion of  teen leaders , 65 . 3  percent , felt that 
both j unior and teen leaders should "Prepare window displays and ex­
hibits during National 4-H Week . "  A total of 62 . 0  percent said both 
j unior and teen leaders should "Work with club reporter to help write 
news articles , "  and 5 7 . 7  percent said both should "Participate in radio 
and T . V .  programs . "  Other tasks which teen leaders felt should be per­
formed by both j unior and teen leaders include "Speak to local civic 
clubs and other groups , "  49 . 4  percent ; and "Arrange for and help members 
plan and participate in radio and T . V .  programs , "  42 . 8  percent o 
In summary of the six promotional tasks , the highes t proportion 
of teen leaders felt that none should be performed only by j unior 
leaders ,  one should be performed only by teen leaders , and five should 
be performed by both junior and teen leaders . None of the task were 
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felt , by the highest  proportion of  respondents , to be inappropriate for 
both j unior and teen leaders to perform .  
Considering all responses t o  all of  the six promotional tasks , 53 . 5  
percent of  teen . leaders felt that the tasks should be performed by 
both j unior and teen leaders , 34 . 2  percent felt the tasks should be per-
formed only by teen leaders , 8 . 3  percent only by j unior leaders , and 4 . 1 
percent felt  the tasks should not be performed by either j unior or teen 
leaders . 
Number of Task Leaders Should Perform 
Table VII summarizes the number and percent of teen leader re-
I 
spondents who felt that only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , both 
j unior and teen leaders , and neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform 
none of · the . tasks , 1-15 tasks , 16-30 tasks , 46-61 tasks , or all 62 tasks . 
As indicated in Table VII , 4 2 . 5  percent of  the teen leaders felt 
that none of  the tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 7 . 4  
percent felt that none of . the tasks should be .performed only by teen 
leaders , 7 . 8  percent felt that both j unior and teen leaders should perform 
none of the tasks , and 66 . 3  percent felt  that none of  the tasks were in-
appropriate for either junior or teen leaders to perform�  
Table VII indicated that 41 . 1  percent of the teen leaders felt  
that there were 15 or fewer tasks appropriate for  only j unior leaders 
to perform, 29 . 9  percent felt there were 15 or fewer tasks appropriate 
for only teen leaders , .18 . 5  percent felt there were 15 or fewer tasks 
appropriate for both j unior and teen leaders , and 32 . 1  percent felt 15 
or fewer tasks were appropriate for neither j unior nor teen leaders to 
perform. 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS WHO FELT THAT ONLY JUNIOR LEADERS , 
ONLY TEEN LEADERS , BOTH JUNIOR AND TEEN LEADERS , OR NEITHER SHOULD PERFORM 
NO TASK , 1-15 TASKS , 16-30 TASKS , 31-45 TASKS , 46-61 TASKS , 
OR ALL 62 TASKS 
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform 
Onlx Junior Leaders Onlx Teen Leaders Both Neither 
lCwnber of Tasks Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
None 179 4 2 . 5  31 7 . 4  33  7 . 8  279 66 . 3  
1-15 173 41 . 1  126 29 . 9  78  18 . 5  135 32 . 1  
16-30 51 12 . 1  144 34 . 2  9 8  23 . 3  6 1 . 4  
31-45 14 3 . 3  86 20 . 4  114 27 . 0  1 0 . 2  
46-61 2 0 . 5  31 7 . 4 88 21 . 0  0 0 . 0  
62 2 0 . 5  3 0 . 7  10 2 . 4  0 0 . 0  
Total 421  100 . 0  4 21 100 . 0  421 100 . 0  4 21 100 . 0  
� 
...... 
From 16 to 30 tasks were considered appropriate for only j unior 
. � . . 
leaders by 12 . 1  percent of respondents ,  for only teen leaders by 34 . 2  
4 2  
percent , and for both j unior and teen leaders by 23 . 3  percent . Only 1 . 4  
percent fel t that neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform from 
16 to 30 tasks . 
Table VII also indicated that there are from. 31  to 45  tasks which 
3 . 3  percent of teen leaders felt should be performed by only j unior 
leaders , 20 . 4  percent felt should be performed only by teen leaders , and 
27 . 4  percent should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders . Only 
0 . 2  percent of respondents felt there were from 31 to 45 tasks which 
should not be · performed by either j unior or teen leaders . 
Only 0 . 5  percent of teen leaders felt that from 46  to 61 tasks 
should be performed by only j unior leaders , 7 . 4 percent felt 46  to 61 
tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , and 2 1 . 0  percent felt that 
46 to 61 tasks should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders . No 
respondents felt that there were as many as 46  tasks which neither j unior 
nor teen leaders should perform . 
All 62  tasks were felt to be appropriate for only j unior leaders 
by 0 . 5 percent of respondents ,  for only teen leaders by 0 . 7  percent of 
respondents , �nd for both j unior and teen leaders by 2 . 4  percent of teen 
leader respondents . No respondents felt that all 62 tasks were in-
appropriate for j unior and teen leaders to perform . 
Summary 
Of the 62  leadership task studied , teen leaders felt that none 
should be performed exclusively by j unior leaders ,  20 should be performed 
only by teen leaders , and 42 should be performed by both j unior and teen 
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leaders . None of the tasks were cons idered to be inappropriate for both 
j unior and teen leaders to perform . Those tasks cons idered appropriate 
for only teen leaders were concerned pr imarily with organizat iona l and 
proj ect leadership responsibilities . 
Data in th is sec tion indicated that teen leaders saw all 62 tasks 
as being relevant to the leadership role . Although they did no t per­
ceive a great deal of difference in the role of j unior leaders and that 
o f  teen l eaders , mo st  felt that a few tasks should be performed only by 
teen leaders . 
III . TEEN LEADERS ' ROLE PERFORMANCE AND DEGREE TO WHICH 
THEY FELT PREPARED TO PERFORM LEADERSHIP TASKS 
Teen leaders were asked to answer yes or no to the ques tion "Have 
you performed this task? " and "Do you feel prepared to perform this 
task? '.' for each of the 62 tasks listed on the ques tionnaire . The follow­
ing s ection deals with data concerning whether or not teen leaders had 
performed the tasks ·and whether or no t they fel t  prepared to perform 
the · tasks � The purpose of  this section was to determine which tasks teen 
leaders had performed and which task they felt prepared to perform. 
Have You Performed? --Do You Feel Prepared to Perform? 
Data will be dis cussed for each of the five task group ings con­
s is t ing of (1) organizational tasks , ( 2) proj ect leadership tasks , 
(3)  tasks concerning planning and conduct ing 4-H events and activities , 
( 4) s elf�improvement tasks , and , (5)  4-H promotional tasks . 
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Organizational tasks . Table VIII showed that 18 of the 19 
organizational tasks had been performed by a maj ority of the teen 
leaders . The task "Inform members of the date ,  time , and place of  local 
meeting" was performed by the largest percentage , 80 . 8 ,  of the teen 
leaders . The task which the smallest percent , 41 . 6 ,  of teen leaders had 
performed was "Help members keep a bulletin board of club publicity . "  
A large maj ority of  teen leaders felt prepared to perform each of 
the organizational tasks . The largest percentage , 87 . 2 ,  felt prepared to 
"Tell j unior members of  opportunities available in senior 4-H . " The 
smallest percentage , 72 . 7 ,  felt prepared to "Train 4-H officers and club 
members in parliamentary procedure , "  and to "Assist in organizing a local 
4-H club . " · 
A larger number of  teen leaders felt prepared to perform each of  
the organizational tasks than had actually performed the task . 
Considering all responses to all of  the 19 organizational tasks , 
69 . 8  percent of  the teen leaders had performed the tasks , and 87 . 0  
percent . felt prepared to perform the · tasks . 
Project leadership tasks . Each of the 16 proj ect leadership tasks 
had been performed by a high percentage of the respondents o  The highest  
proportion of  teen leaders , 7 7 . 2  percent , had performed the task "Teach 
members how to give a demonstration . "  The task performed by the fewes t 
teen leaders , 4 7 . 0  percent , was "Make home vis its to each member with 
whom you work . "  
Table VIII indicated that a large proportion of respondents felt 
prepared to perform each of the 16 proj ect leadership tasks . The highest 
percentage , 85 . 0  percent , felt prepared to "Teach members how to give a 
TABLE VII I  
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS WHO HAD PERFORMED OR HAD NOT PERFORMED AND WHO 
FELT PREPARED OR DID NOT FEEL. PREPARED TO PERFORM EACH OF THE 6 2  TASKS 
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
Yes No Yes No 
Leadersh!£ Task Number Percent Number Percent Numb er Percent Numb er Percent 
Organizational Task 
1 .  Train 4-H o f f icers and club 
memb ers in parl iamentary procedure . 231 54 . 9  1 73 4 1 . 1  30 6 7 2 . 7  91 21 . 6  
2 .  Ins tall 4-H club off icers . 207 49 . 2  1 7 5  4 1 . 6 3 20 7 6 . 0  64 1 5 . 2  
3 .  Help 4-H o f f icers plan the 
annual club program .  280 66 . 5  1 18 28 . 0  3 4 5  81 . 9  4 7  11 . 2  
4 .  Help memb ers plan regular 
local 4 -H mee tings . 3 1 6  7 5 . 1  7 8  18 . 5  365 8 6 . 7  2 7  6 ." 4  
5 .  Help conduc t recreation at 
4-H meet ings . 331 7 8 . 6  4 5  10 . 7  340 80 . 8  33 7 . 8  
6 .  Help the club plan and conduct 
community s ervice activities 
( e . g . , heal th , community 
beau tifica tion) . 2 7 9  70 . 0  105 24 . 9  346 8 2 . 8  5 3  1 2 . 6  
7 .  Help members prepare for their 
respons ib il ity at 4-H mee tings . 310 73 . 6  89 21 . 1  356 84 . 6  41 9 . 7  
8 .  Serve on: lo cal 4-H committees . 333 79 . 1  6 2  14 . 7  364 8 6 . 5  26 6 . 2  
9 .  Inform members o f  the da te ,  time , 
and place of local mee tings . 340 80 . 8  5 7  1 3 . 5  359 8 5 . 3  34 8 . 1  
10 . Ass is t  in or ganiz ing a 
local 4-H club . 20 8 4 9 . 4  1 7 4  41 . 3  30 6 7 2 . 7  7 8  1 8 . 5  
� 
\J1 
Table VIII , continued 
Leadership Task 
· -·· · - �· - ·  . ... 
11 . Help �ew members learn t�e 
purpose and valu�s of 4-H club 
work . 
12 . Teach first  year members the 
4-H pledg� , mo tto , and creed . 
13 . Teach flag etiquet te to 
members of club . 
14 . Help officers keep a record 
of achievement s  of club . 
15 . Help members keep · a bulletin· 
board of club public ity . 
16 . As sist j unior members in 
completing enrollment cards . 
17 . Complete reports requested by 
the adul t leader or county 
extens ion agent . 
18 . Recruit new members for 
your club . 
19 . Tell j unior members of 
opportunities available in 
senior 4-H .  
TOTAL (Organizat ional Task) 













Have You Performed? Do You Feel Pre�ared to Perform? 
Yes No Yes No 
Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
7 3 . 2  9 4  2 2 . 3  363 86 . 2  39 9 . 3  
62 . 0  134 31 . 4  360 85 . 5  33  7 . 8  
48 . 0  182 43 . 2  30 7 7 2 . 9  83 19 . 7  
52 . 0  177  4 2 . 0  314 74 . 6  79 19 . 8  
41 . 6  219 52 . 0  320 76 . 0  78  1 8 . 5  
72 . 2  9 7  23 . 0  362 8 6 . 0  35 8 . 3  
61 . 0  1 38 32 . 8  335 79 . 6  62 14 . 7  
76 . 5  69 1 6 . 4  357 84 . 8  33  7 . 8 
77 . 2  7 2  17 . 1  367 87 . 2  30 7 . 1  
69 . 8  2258 30 . 2  649 2 87 . 0  966  13 . 0  
� 
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Table VIII , continued 
Le�dershiE Task 
- . 
· - · 
20. Help . members to de �e�ine 
progres s i� the�r proj ects and 
activities. 
21. Make home visits to each member 
with whom you work. 
22. Conduc t _ 4-H proj ect group 
meetings. 
23. Help arrange �-H proj ect tours 
for members. 
24. Conduc t training meeting to 
help club members learn to keep 
4-H records. 
25. Check record books regularly 
and see that they are turned 
in on time. 
26. Help secure proj ec t materials 
(e. g. , animals , fabric , equipment) 
for members with whom you work. 
27. Help 4-H members get additional 
proj ect information. 
28. Collec t 4-H exhibits for 
fairs and shows. 
29. Help conduct special interest 
training meetings for 4-H members . 
30. Teach j udging standards to 
4-H members. 
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? 
Yes No 
Number Percent Number Percent 
272 64. 6 125 29. 7 
198 47. 0 1 9 6  46. 6 
282 67. 0 110 26. 1 
202 4 8. 0  1 85 4 3. 9  
275 65. 3 125 29. 7 
234 55. 6 182 4 3. 2  
261 62. 0 147 34. 9 
304 72. 2 110 26. 1  
289 68. 6 109 25. 9 
251 59. 6 155 36. 8 
283 67. 2 1 1 6  27. 6 
Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
Yes 
Number Percent 
329 78. 1 
320 76. 0  
338 80. 3 
311 73. 9 
326 77. 4 
317 75. 3 
338 80. 3 -
352 83. 6 
348 82. 7 
318 75. 5 
332 78. 9  
Numb er 













.. . . .  14. 0 
1 8. 5  
11. 4 
18. 8  
1 6. 9  








Table VIII , continued 
LeadershiE Task 
- - .. -- ... .. . ... . 
31 . Encou�ag� ��� ��sist members in 
preparing proj ect and activity ex-
hibits f9� achievement days , fairs , 
shows , et.c .  . . . 
32 . Teach . m�mbers how to give a 
demonstration . 
• 4o .  • • • • •  
33 . Help memb�rs plan and write 
speeches . 
34 . Distribute 4-H literature to 
club members . 
35 . Discuss t�e progress of members 
with the adul� ·lead�r or 
extension agent . 
TOTAL (Proj ect Leader�hip Task) 
Task Related to Planning and 
Conducting 4-H Events and Activities 
36 . Help teach. a spec ial �nterest 
group at camp . 
37 . Help with camp recreation . 
38 . Help with camp crafts . 
39 . Help with vespers and campfire 
programs . 
40 . Help with camp flag ceremonies . 
4 1 .  Help in dining hall at camp . 
42 . Serve as a living group leader 
















Have You Performed? 
Yes 
Percent 
73 . 9  
77 . 2  
69 . 4  
7 2 . 2  
62 . 9 
67 . 5  
62 . 2 
76 . 5  
68 . 4  
75 . 8  
75 . 5  
81 . 5  
60 . 3  
. , ,  . No 
Number Percent 
9 6  2 2 . 8  
83 19 . 7  
114 2 7 . 1  
101 24 . 0 
135 32 . 1  
2089 3 2 . 5  
143 34 . 0  
8 2 19 . 5  
121 28 . 7  
82 19 . 5  
9 2 21 . 9 
63 15 . 0  
151 35 . 9  
Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
Yes No 
Number Percent Number Percent 
344 81 . 7  50 11 . 9  
358 85 . 0  48 11 . 4  
3 2 7  7 7 . 7  76  18 . 1  
351 83 . 4  4 7 11 . 2 
326 7 7 . 4  67 15 . 9  
5335 83 . 9  102 2  16 . 1  
332  78 . 9  63 15 . 0  
354 84 . 1  43 10 . 2  
34 6 82 . 2  52 12 . 4  
. 
368 87 . 4  39 9 . 3  
356 84 . 6  4 2 10 . 0  
380 90 . 3  25 5 . 9  
340 80 . 8  60 14 . 3  
� 
00 
Table VII I , cont inued 
Leadership Task 
.. - .. ... . 
4 3 .  Serve on a teen leader camp 
planning �o�i tt e� . . 44 . Help .Plan and conduct local 
4-H events . 
.. ' 
4 5 .  Help pb tain transpor tatio� for 
memb ers to spec ial activities . 
46 . Help conduc t �oc�l 4-H events .  
47 . Inf orm club �embers of how the 
County Extens ion O f f ice and other 
agencies may help members . 
TOTAL (Task Related to Planning and 
Conduc ting 4-H Events and 
Ac tivities) 
Self-Improvement Task 
48 . Help plan and conduc t training 
programs for new j u�ior and teen 
leaders . 
49 . Read the Nat ional 4-H News and 
other teen leadership references . 
50 . At tend leader training meetings . 
51 . Participate in a county 4-H · teen 
leader spec ial interes t {proj ect) 
group . 
52 . S tar t a new proj ect group o 
Number 













Have You Performed? Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
Yes No Yes No 
Perc ent Number Percent Numb er Percent Number Per cent 
. .  
56 . 1  168 39 . 9  328 7 7 . 9 . 69 1 6 . 4  
76 . 7  83 19 . 7  357  84 . 8  4 3  10 . 2  
62 . 0  147  34 . 9  305 72 . 4  9 2  21 . 9  
74 . 8  80 19 . 0  34 6 82 . 2  4 3  10 . 2  
65 � 6  1 34 31 . 8  336 79 . 8  64 15 . 2  
72 . 3  1 34 6  27 . 7  4148 86 . 7  635 1 3 . 3  
55 . 8  1 7 1  40 . 6  317  7 5 . 3  84 20 . 0  
62 . 0  150 35 . 6  347 82 . 4  58 1 3 . 8  
74 . 3  89 21 . 1  355 84 . 3  40 9 . 5 
65 . 6  1 28 30 . 4  341 81 . 0  54 12 . 8  
63 . 4  1 31 31 . 1  330 78 . 4  69 1 6 . 4  
� 
\0 
Table VIII , continued 
Leadership Task Number 
_ .. . . .... .  _ .... ._.. . .  ·� �·····- - . .  
53 . Make _ � -��J�t�� plan _ in 
cooperatiQ� �!t.h �h� _ �dult leader 
or Exten�_ion �g�nt . 9n �hat you will 
do as a t��n .��?der (when , where , 
what , how) . . .  .. . 199 
54 . Keep a record �f what you do 
in 4-H teen leadersh�p . 306 
5 5 . Serve on a county 4-H council . 2 17 
56 . Hold conference with Extension 
Agents to review progress you 've made 
in carrying out teen leadership 
tasks . 24 5 
TOTAL (Self-Improvement Task) 2319 
4-H Promotional Task 
5 7 . Speak to �ocal civic clubs 
and other groups . 264 
58 . Participate in radio and T . V .  
programs . 280 
59 . Prepare _window displays and 
exhibits during Nat ional 4-H Week . 261 
60 . Work with club reporter to help 
write news articles . 2 7 6  
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? Do You Feel Pre:eared to Perform? 
Yes No Yes No 
Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
4 7 . 3  20 6 4 8 . 9  308 7 3 . 2  91  21 . 6  
7 2 . 7  10 5 24 . 9  346 8 2 . 2  55  13 . 1  
51 . 5  179  4 2 . 5  3 33 79 . 1  5 7  13 . 5  
58 . 2  157  37 . 3  341 81 . 0  5 7  13 . 5  
63 . 8  1316 36 . 2  3018 
� 
84 . 2  565 1 5 . 8  
62 . 7  14 2 3 3 . 7  3 35 79 . 6 " 64 15 . 2  
66 . 5  125 29 . 7  332  78 . 9  67 15 . 9 
6 2 . 0  151 35 . 9  344 81 . 7  59 14 . 0  
65 . 6  135 3 2 . 1  34 7 82 . 4  5 7  13 . 5  
V1 
0 
Table VI II , cont inued 
Teen Leaders ----------------------�----�------------------------------------------ . . - . . . Have You Performed? Do You Feel Prepared to Perform? 
Yes No Yes No 
Lead��ship Task N�ber Percent Number Percent Number Percent Numb er Percent 
. . -
61 . Arrange fo� and help members 
plan and par t��ipate in radio 
and T . V .  programs . 
62 . Write proj e� t literat�re! 




52 . 5  
44 .. 2 . . 
61 . 2  
179 
210 
9 4 2  
42 . 5  
49 . 9  
38 . 8  
310 
254 
19 2 2  
7 3 . 6  
60 . 3  
80 . 3  
85  
140 
4 7 2  
20 . 2 ·  
33 . 3  




demonstration , "  and the smalles t ,  7 3 . 9  percent , felt  prepared to "Help 
arrange 4-H proj ect tours for members . "  
A larger number of teen leaders felt prepared to perform each of 
the 16  proj ect leadership tasks than had ac tually performed the tasks . 
Cons idering all responses to all o f  the 16 proj ect leadership 
tasks , 67 . 5  percent of the teen leaders had performed the tasks , and 83 . 9  
percent felt prepared t o  perform the tasks . 
Tasks related to planning and conducting 4-H event s and activities . 
A very high percentage of teen leaders had performed each of the 12 tasks 
related to planning and conducting 4-H events and act ivit ies on the local , 
county , and s tate level . The percentage of respondents who had performed 
the tasks range from a high of 81 . 5  percent who "Help in dining hall at 
camp , "  to a l�w · of 56 . 1  percent who "Serve on a teen leader camp planning 
commit tee . "  
As indicated in Table VIII , most teen leaders fel t prepared to 
perform each of the tasks . The highest proportion , 90 . 3  percent , felt 
prepared . to "Help in dining hall at camp" while the smallest  percent , 
7 2 . 4 ,  felt  prepared to '�elp obtain transportat ion for memb ers to special 
activities . "  
More teen leaders felt prepared to perform each task than had 
actually performed th� task . 
Cons idering all responses to all of the 12  tasks related to 
planning and conduc ting 4-H events and ac tivities , 72 . 3  percent of the 
teen leaders had performed the tasks , and 86 . 7  percent felt prepared to 
.. 
perform the tasks . 
53 
.  
Sel f-improvement tasks . Tab le VIII showed that eight of the nine 
tasks related to self-improvement of the leader had been performed by a 
maj ority of the teen leaders . The task performed by the larges t 
percentage , 74 . 3 ,  o f  teen leaders was "Attend leader training meetings . "  
The only task which had no t been performed by a maj ority of respondents , 
4 7 . 3  percent , was "Make a written plan in cooperation with the adult 
leader or Extension Agent on what you will do as a teen leader (when , 
where , wha t , how) . "  
A maj ority of  teen leaders felt prepared to perform all nine self-
improvement tasks . The largest percent , 84 . 3 ,  indicated they could 
"At tend leader training meetings , "  and the smalles t percent , 73 . 2 ,  felt 
prepared · to "Make a written plan in cooperation with the adult leader or 
Extens ion Agent on what you wil l do as a teen leader (when , where ,  what , 
how) . "  
More teen leaders felt prepared to perform each of  the self-
improvement task than had actually performed the task . 
Cons idering all responses to all of  the nine self-improvement 
tasks , 63 . 8  percent of the teen leaders had performed the tasks , and 84 . 2  
percent felt prepared to perform the tasks . 
Four-H promo tional tasks . Table VIII indicated that a maj ority 
of respondents h�d performed f ive of the s ix tasks concerned with pro-
ma ting the 4-H program through public presentat ions , exhibits , and other 
media . The larges t percent , 66 . 5 ,  had perfo rmed the task "Part icipate 
in radio and T . V .  programs . "  The only task which had no t been per formed 
by a maj ority of respondents , 44 . 2  percent , was '�rite proj ect litera-
ture . "  
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A maj ority of teen leaders felt prepared to perform each of the 
six 4-H promot ional tasks . The task which the largest percentage , 82 . 4 ,  
felt prepared to perform was '�ork with club repor ter to help write 
news articles . "  The smallest percentage , 60 . 3 ,  of  teen leaders felt 
prepared to "Write proj ect literature . "  
More teen leaders felt prepared to per form each of the 4-H 
promo tional task than had actually performed the task . 
Cons idering a ll responses to all of the six 4-H promo tional tasks , 
61 . 2  percent of  the teen leaders had performed the tasks , and 80 . 3  
percent felt prepared to perform the tasks . 
Number of Task Teen Leaders Had Performed and Felt Prepared to Perform 
Table IX showed the number and percent of teen leaders who had or 
had no t performed and who felt prepared or did not feel prepared to 
perform none of the leadership task , 1-1 5  tasks , 16-30 tasks , 31-4 5 tasks , 
4 6-61 tasks , or all 62 tasks . 
Only 0 . 5  percent o f  teen leaders had performed none of  the leader­
ship tasks . A to tal of 5 . 9 percent  indicated there were none of the 
tasks ·which they had no t performed . Only 0 . 2  percent of  the teen leaders 
f el t  prepared to perform none of the task while 23 . 7  percent indicated 
there were none of  the task which they did not feel prepared to .perform .  
Only 6 . 7  percent of  the teen leaders said they had performed 1 5  
o r  fewer tasks while 40 . 9  percent indicated there were 15 or fewer tasks 
which they had not performed . A to tal of 3 . 3  percent said there were · l5 
or fewer tasks which they felt prepared to perform while 5 2 . 5  percent did 
no t feel prepared to perform 15 or fewer tasks . 
TABLE IX 
NUMBER AND PERCENT OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS � WH0 ,HAD · PERFGRMEB · 0R HAD NOT PERFORMED - AND WHO 
FELT - PREPARED ·oR DID NOT : FEEL PREP�D TO PERFORM·· NO · TASK ; · 1-1 5  TASKS , 
. � . . .. .. Yes 
16-30 TASKS , 46-61 TASKS OR ALL 62 TASKS 
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
No Yes No . . .. .. � ... �"'"• 
Numb er of Tasks Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Per cent 
� ·  . .  - . . .  
None 2 0 . 5  25 5 . 9  1 0 . 2 100 23 . 7  
.. 
1-15 28 6 . 7  1 72 40 . 9  14 3 . 3  221 52 . 5  
16-30 76  18 . 0  1 42 33 . 7  31 7 . 4  80 19 . 0  
31-4 5 142 33 . 7  59 14 . 0  79  18 . 8  15 3 . 6 
46-61 161 38 . 2  21 5 . 0  239 56 . 8  5 1 . 2 
-
ALL 62 12 2 . 9  2 0 . 5  5 7  1 3 . 5  0 o . o 




Eighteen percent of the teen leaders had performed from · l6 · to · 30 · 
tasks , and .·there we.re6from 16 : · to .. 30 tasks which 33 . 7 . percent had no t per-
formed . A total of 7 . 4 percent of teen leaders felt prepared to �perform 
between 16 and 30 tasks while . 19 percent did not feel prep�red to . 
perform this number . 
Between 31 and 45 tasks had been performed by 33 . 7  percent of  the 
I 
teen leaders while 14 percent had no t performed this many tasks . A to tal 
of 18 . 8  percent f elt prepared to perform between 31 and 45 tasks while 
3 . 6  percent did no t feel prepared to perform this numb er of tasks . 
From 46 to 61 leadership tasks had been perfo rmed by 3 8 . 2  perce�t 
I 
of teen leaders while only 5 . 0  percent had no t performed this number of  
tasks . A maj ority of teen leaders , 56 . 8  percent , felt prepared to 
perform between 46 and 61 tasks . Only 1 . 2  percent did not feel prepared 
to perform from 46 to 61 tasks . 
A to tal o f  2 . 9 percent of  teen leaders had performed all 62  tasks . 
Only 0 . 5  percent had performed none of  the 62  tasks . A to tal of 13 . 5  
percent felt prepared · to perform all 6 2  tasks . No teen leaders indicated 
that they felt unprepared to perform every task . 
Summary 
Of the 62 leadership tasks studied , 59 had b een performed by a 
maj ority of  teen leaders . Tho se which had not been performed by a 
maj ority of respondent s included "Help members keep a bulletin board o f  
club publicity , "  ' 'Make a written plan in cooperation with the adult 
leader or Extension Agent on what you will do as a teen leader (when, 
where , what , how) , "  and "Write proj ect literature . "  
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The maj ority of teen leaders fel t prepared to perform each of the 
62 tasks . More leaders indicat ed that they felt prepared to perform 
every task than had actually performed the task . 
The maj ority of teen leaders , 56 . 8  percent , indicated that they 
fel t prepared to perform between 46 and 61 leadership task , however , only 
38 . 2  perc ent had performed this many tasks . 
The da ta indicates that teen leaders are not being utilized in 
the Tennessee 4-H program to their full es t po tent ial . 
IV . CHARACTERISTICS WHICH INFLUENCE TEEN LEADERS ' 
ROLE PERCEPTIONS 
The purpose of the analysis in this section was to identify 
personal , 4-H partic ipation , and leadership characteristics which in­
fluenced the role perception of teen leaders . 
Relat ion Be tween Personal Charac teris t ics and Role Perceptions 
The purpose of- the analys is in this section was to determine the 
relat ion between personal characteristics of teen leaders and their 
perceptions of who should perform each of the leadership tasks . 
Age . As indicated in Table X,  the age of teen leaders ranged 
from 15 to 19 years . Tho se respondents who were 15 years old felt that 
a mean of 5 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 22  only by 
teen leaders , 31 by both j unior and teen leaders , and 2 tasks · should no t 
be performed by either j unior or teen leaders . S ixteen-year-olds said a 
mean of 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders ,  22  only by 
teen leaders , 29 by bo th , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either 
TABLE X 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS FELT ONLY JUNIORS , ONLY TEEN LEADERS , BOTH JUNIOR 
AND TEEN LEADERS , AND NEITHER SHOULD PERFORM AND PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 
OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
. Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform? 
Onli Junior Leaders Onli Teen Leaders Both Neither 
Personal F .. . � ign F S :{.gn F Sign F S ign 
Character is t ic Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level 
Age 1 .2 a 1 . 1  a 0 . 6  a 0 . 9  a .. 
15 (N = 57) 5 22 31 2 . .  ·- . ·- . 
1 6  (N = 161) 7 22 29 2 
17  (N = 1 30) 6 23 30 1 
18  (N = 68) 8 21 30 2 -
19  (N = 4) 0 37  18 1 
Total (N . = 420) 7 22 30 2 
Sex 39 . 9  b 3 . 0  a 25 . 1  b 3 . 6  a 
Male (N = 154) 11 24 . 24 1 
Femal e (N = 262) 4 21 33 2 .. 
To tal (N · = 416) 7 22 30 2 
Grades Completed 1 . 3  a 0 . 3  a 1 . 5  a 0 . 6  a 
10 (N = 149) 7 23 28 2 
11 (N = 159) 6 21 32 1 
12 (N = 111) 8 22 29 2 
Total (N = 419) 7 22 30 2 
p-lacce of- Residence 0 . 4  a 2 . 7 a . . 0 . 7  a 0 . 0  a 
Farm (N = 252) 7 21 30 2 
Rural Nonfarm (N · = 
112) 7 22 30 2 
V1 
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Table X ,  continued 
Personal � . � . 
Charac teris tic 
Urban (N� =·- 51) · ·· · · · · · · ·  · 
To tal (N a · 415) · 
Number of _ B����ers 
and Sis ters 
1-2 (N -� 236) 
3-4 (N =
· l76) 
5 or more · _(N = 30) 
To tal {N · = 392} - -
Number o f  Clubs . 
Other than 4-H 
1- 2 (N = 95) 
3-4 (N = 140) 
5 or more (N = 161) 
To tal (N ·= 396) 
a F value 
b F value 
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform? 
Onll Junior Leaders Onll Teen Leaders 
. . 
Mean 












· �  
0 . 6  
2 . 8  
Sign .. . . F 
Level Mean Value 
2 7  
- - - 2 2  










No t significant at . 05 level 








2 7  
. 30 





0 . 9 





















1 . 2  
1 . 1 . 
a 
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j unior or teen leaders . Respondents who were 17  years of age felt a mean 
of 6 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 23 only by teen 
leaders , 30 by both , and 1 task should not be  performed by either j unior 
or teen leaders . Eighteen-year-olds said a mean of  8 tasks should b e  
performed only b y  j unior leaders , 21  only b y  teen leaders , 3 0  b y  both , and 
2 tasks · should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . Re­
spondents who were 19 years old felt none o f  the tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , 37 should be performed only by teen leaders , 18 
should be  performed by both , and 1 task should no t be performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . When these dif ferences were tes ted us ing the F 
tes t ,  they were found not to be significant at the . 05 level . It  was 
concluded that there was no s ignif icant relationship between the age of 
the respondents and the number of tasks they felt only j unior leaders , 
only teen leaders , bo th j unior and teen leaders , or neither should perform .  
Sex .  Over half ( 2 6 2) o f  the 4 21 teen leader respondents were 
female � Males · felt that only j unior leaders should perform a mean number 
of 11 tasks
_ 
while females felt ' only j unior leaders should perform a mean 
number of four tasks . Males also indicated that only teen leaders should 
perform a mean number of 24 · tasks , both j unior and teen leaders should 
perform 24 , and 1 task should no t be performed by either j unior or . teen 
leaders . Females indicated that a mean number of 4 tasks should be  per­
formed by only j unior leaders , 2 1  tasks should be performed by only teen 
leaders , 33 should be performed by bo th j unior and teen leaders , and 2 of 
the tasks · should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders • .  
When these dif ferences were tested us ing the F tes t , the number 
of tasks teen leaders fel t  only j unior leaders and the numb er both 
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j unior and teen leaders should perform were found to be signif icant at 
the . 05 level . The number of tasks teen leaders felt that only teen 
leaders and neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform was found no t 
to be significant at the . 05 level . 
. . 
It was , therefore , concluded that a signif icant relationship 
exis ted between the sex of the teen leader and the numb er of tasks they 
felt only j unior leaders should perform .  Males fel t that a signif icantly 
larger number of tasks should be performed by only j unior leaders than 
did female respondents . I t  was fur ther concluded tha t a s ignif icant 
relat ionship exis ted between sex of the teen leaders and the number of 
tasks they felt both j unior and teen leaders should perform.  Female 
respondents felt that · signif icantly a larger numb er of tasks should b e  
performed b y  both j unior and teen leaders than d i d  male respondents .  No 
significant relationship was found between sex of the respondent and the 
number of  tasks they fel t neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform . 
Grades completed . Teen leader respondents who had completed the 
lOth grade felt that a mean of  7 tasks should be performed by only 
j unior leaders , 23 tasks should be performed by only teen leaders , 28 
tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . Respondents who had completed the 11th 
grade fel t that a mean of 6 tasks . should be performed only by j unior 
leaders , 21 tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 32 tasks 
should be performed by both ,  and 1 task should no t be  performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . Respondents who had completed the 1 2th grade felt 
that a mean of  8 tasks should be  performed by only j unior leaders , 22  
tasks �should be performed by only teen leaders , 29  tasks should be 
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performed by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unior nor 
teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , they were 
found no t to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that 
there was no signif icant relationship between the grade completed in 
school and the number of  tasks teen leaders felt  only j unior leaders , .  
only teen leaders , both j unior and teen leaders , o r  neither should perform . 
Place o f  residence . The maj ority o f  teen leaders  l isted their 
place of residence as the farm and indicat�d tha t they f elt  a mean of 7 
tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 tasks should be 
performed only by teen leaders , 30 tasks should be performed by bo th 
j unior and teen leaders , and 2 tasks should be  performed by neither 
j unior nor teen leaders . Tho se respondents l iving in rural nonfarm areas 
fel t a mean number of 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , . 
2 2  tasks should be  performed only by teen leaders , 30 tasks should be  
performed by bo th ,  and 2 tasks should be  performed by neither j unior nor 
teen leaders . Respondents living in urban areas indicated that  a mean 
number of 6 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 2 7  tasks 
should be  performed only by teen leaders , 2 7  tasks should · be performed 
by both , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either j unior or teen 
leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted using the F tes t , they were 
found no t to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that . 
there was no significant relationship between teen leaders ' place of 
residence and the number of tasks they felt only j unior leaders , only 
teen leaders , both j unior and teen leaders , or neither should perform . 
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Numb er of bro thers and sis ters . The maj ority of teen leaders 
having one or two brothers and/or sis ters fel t that a mean of 7 tasks 
should be performed only by j unior leaders , 23  tasks should be  performed 
only by teen leaders , 28 tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks 
should not be performed by either j unior or teen leaders . Tab le X also 
indicated that those  respondents having three or four s iblings felt a 
mean of 6 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 tasks 
should be performed only by teen leaders , 32 tasks should be  performed by 
bo th , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Respondents having five or more s iblings fel t a mean numb er of 9 tasks . 
should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 tasks should be performed 
only by teen leaders , 30 tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks 
should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , data were 
found no t to be significant at the . O S level . It was concluded that 
there was no t a signif icant relationship between number of siblings and 
teen leaders ' perception of  number of tasks only j unior leaders , only 
teen leaders , bo th j unior and teen leaders , and neither j unior nor- teen 
leaders · should perform . 
Numb er of clubs other than 4-H .  Table X indicated that teen 
leaders with · membership in one or two club s  o ther than 4-H · felt that a 
mean of 10 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 tasks 
should be performed only by teen leaders , 27 tasks should be performed 
by both , and only 1 task should not be performed by either j unior or 
teen leaders . Respondents who belonged to three or four club s o ther than 
4-H felt that a mean of 5 tasks should be performed only by j unior 
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leaders , 23 tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 30 should be 
performed by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unior 
nor teen leaders . Those respondents who belong ed to five or mo re clubs 
o ther than 4-H fel t that a mean of 6 tasks should be performed only by 
j unior leaders , 21  tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 31 
tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
When these differences were tested us ing the F tes t ,  data for 
numb er of tasks only teen leaders , both j unior and teen leaders , and 
neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform were found not to be 
s ignificant at the . 0 5 level . It  was , therefo re , concluded that no 
s ignificant relat ionship exis ted between teen leaders ' membership in 
clubs other than 4-H and their perception of the numb er of tasks only 
teen leaders ,  bo th j unior and teen leaders , and neither j unior nor teen 
leaders should perform .  Data for numb er o f  tasks only j unior leaders 
should perform were found to be s ignificant at the . 0 5 level . It was , 
therefore , concluded that a s ignif icant relat ionship exis ted between 
teen leaders ' membership in clubs other than 4-H and the number of tasks 
teen leaders felt only j unior leaders should perform . Those respondents 
who belonged to only one or two clubs other than 4-H felt that a larger 
number of tasks should be per formed only by j unior leaders than did 
respondents who b elonged to a larger number of clubs . 
Relat ion Between 4-H Participation Characteris t ics and Role Percept ions 
The purpose of the analys is in this section was to determine the 
relat ion between 4-H participation characteris tics of teen leaders and 
their perceptions of who should per form each of the leadership tasks . 
Number of  years enrolled in 4-H . As indicated in Table XI , the 
maj ority of teen leaders had been enrolled in 4-H for 6 ,  7 ,  or 8 years . 
Respondents who had been memb ers only 1 year felt that a mean of 1 task 
should be performed only by j unior leaders , 25 tasks only by teen 
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leaders , 36 tasks by both , and 1 task should be performed by neither 
j unior nor teen leaders . Those  respondents who had belonged to 4-H 2 
years said a mean of 2 tasks should be per formed only by j unior leaders , 
29 tasks only by teen leaders , 28 by both , and 2 tasks should be performed 
by neither j unior nor teen leaders . Third year members indicated that a 
mean number of 4 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 24 
only by teen leaders , 32 by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . Fourth year members felt that a mean of 
2 tasks should be performed only by j unior members , 11 only by teen 
leaders , 49 tasks should be performed by both , and 1 task should be per­
formed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . Those respondents who had 
been enrolled in 4-H 5 years said a mean number of 1 task should be per­
formed only by . junior leaders , 23 only by teen leaders , 33 by both , and 
no task were inappropriate for either j unior or teen leaders to perform .  
Sixth year members indicated that a mean o f  6 tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , 23 only by teen leaders , 30 by both j unior and 
teen leaders , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unio r no r teen 
leaders .  Respondents who had been 4-H members 7 years felt a mean of 7 
tasks should be  performed only by j unior leaders , 23  only by teen 
leaders , 28 by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unior 
nor teen leaders . Those  respondents who had been 4-H members 8 years 
felt a mean of 8 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 
TABLE XI 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS FELT ONLY JUNIOR LEADERS , ONLY TEEN LEADERS , 
BOTH JUNIOR AND TEEN LEADERS , AND NEITHER SHOULD PERFORM AND 4-H PART ICIPATION 
·-4�H � 
Par tic�pa.t ion 
Characteristic 
� - . 
Numb er o� - y�ars enro lled 
in 4-H 
1 (N =- 2) 
2 (N = 3) -
3 (N = 6) 
4 (N = 4) 
5 (N = 7) . 
6 (N = 58) 
1 <N' = 11o) . . 
8 (N = 138) 
Total (N = 328) 
Served as off icer 
Yes (N = 393) 
No (N = 28) 
To tal (N = 421) 
Number of State and 
Nat ional Events Attended 
1 (N = 6;) 
2 (N = 77)  
3 (N = 97) 
4 (N = 75) 
CKARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform? 
Onll Junior Leaders Onll Teen Leaders Bo th 
F S ign F S ign F Sign 
Mean Value Leve l Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean 
0 ! 9 a 0 ! 7 a 0 . 9  a 
1 25 36 1 
2 29 28 2 
4 24 32 2 
2 11 49 1 
1 23 33  0 
6 23 30 2 
7 23 28 2 
8 22 30 1 
7 22 30 2 
0 . 1 a 1 . 8  a 0 . 6  a 
7 22 30 2 
7 18 32 3 
7 22 30 2 
0 . 3 a 1 . 2 a 1 . 2 a 
7 24 2 7 2 
7 21 30 2 
7 23 29 2 
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tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 30 by both , and 1 task 
should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
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When thes e  differences were tes ted using the F tes t , they_ w�re 
found not to be significant at the . 05 level . It  was , therefor� , con­
cluded that there was no signif icant relationship between number o f  years 
enrolled in 4-H and teen leaders ' perception of the number of  tasks which 
should be performed by only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , _ both j unior 
and teen leaders , or neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Served as officer . Table XI shows that the large maj ority of t�en 
leaders who had served as o f f icers felt that a mean of 7 tasks should be  
performed only by j unior leaders , 2 2  tasks should be  performed only 
by teen leaders , 30 tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks should 
be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . Those respondents who 
had not served as 4-H officers felt that a mean of 7 tasks should b e  per­
formed only by j unior leaders , 1 8  tasks should be performed only by teen 
leaders , 32 tasks should be performed by both , and 3 . tasks should be per­
formed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes t ed us ing the F test , they were 
found no t to be significant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that 
there was no signif icant relationship between teen leaders having served 
as an officer and their perception of the number of tasks which should 
be performed by only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , bo th j unior and 
teen leaders , or neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Number of s tate and national events attended . Table XI indicated 
that teen leaders who had attended only one s tate or nat ional event felt 
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that a mean of 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 24 . 
only by teen leaders , 27 by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by 
ne ither j unior nor teen leaders .  Respondents who had attended two events 
felt a mean of 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders ,  21 
only by teen leaders , 30 by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . Respondents who had attended three 
events said 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 23 only 
by teen leaders ,  29 by bo th , and 2 tasks should be performed by ne ither 
j unior nor teen leaders . Those who had attended four events felt j unior 
leaders should perform a mean of 7 tasks , teen leaders should perform 23 , 
bo th j unior and teen leaders should perform 28 , and neither should perform 
1 o f · the tasks . Teen leaders who had at tended f ive events felt a mean of 
6 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 21 only by teen . 
leaders , 33  by bo th , and 2 tasks should be per formed by neither j unior nor 
teen leaders . The respondents who had attended six events felt that a 
mean of 7 tasks should be  performed only by j unior leaders , 16 only by 
teen leaders , 36 by bo th , and 2 tasks should not be performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . Respondents who had attended seven events fel t 
a mean of 1 task should be performed only by j unior leaders , 28 should 
be performed only by teen leaders , 32 should be performed by both , and 2 
of the tasks should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders o 
Respondents who had attended eight events said a mean of 16 tasks should 
be performed by teen leaders , 46 should be performed by j unior and teen 
leaders , none of the tasks should be performed by only j unior leaders , 
and all tasks should be  performed by 4-H leadership participants . 
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When these differences were tested using the F tes t , they were 
found not to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that 
there was no t a signif icant relationship between the number of s tate and 
national event s teen leaders had attended and their perception of the · 
number of tasks which should be performed by only j unior leaders , only 
teen leaders , both j unior and teen leaders , or neither j unior nor teen 
leaders . 
Honor Club member . Table XI showed that the maj ority of respondents 
who were Honor Club members felt a mean of  7 tasks should be performed . 
by only j unior leaders , 2 2  by only teen leaders , 30 by both , and 2 tasks 
should not be performed by either j unior or teen leaders . Respondents 
who were not Honor Club members felt a mean of eight tasks - should be 
performed only by j unior leaders , 23 only by teen leaders , 25 by both 
j unior and teen leaders , and 1 task should no t be per formed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . 
When these differenc es were tes ted using the F tes t , . they were ·­
found not to be  s ignif icant at the s 0 5  level . It was , therefore , con­
cluded that .no significant relationship exis ted between teen leaders ' 
membership in the Honor Club and their perception of  the number of tasks 
which should be  perfo rmed only by j unior leaders , only by teen leaders , 
by bo th , or by neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
All S tar member . Tab le XI also indicated that the maj ority of 
teen leaders who were All S tar members felt a mean of 7 tasks should be · 
performed only by j unior leaders , 22 tasks should be performed only by 
teen leaders , 30 tasks �hould be performed by both , and 2 tasks should 
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no t be  performed by either j unior or teen leaders .  Respondents who were 
not All S tar members felt that a mean of 7 tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , 24 tasks should only be performed by teen leaders , 
2 7  tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks should be  performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , they were 
found not to be signif icant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that a 
s ignif icant relationship did no t exist between membership in the All · 
Star organizat ion and teen leaders ' percep tion of the number of tasks 
which should be  performed by only j unior leaders , only teen leaders ,  bo th ,  
o r  neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Relat ion Between Leadership Characteris tics  and Role Perceptions 
The purpose  of the analys is in this section was to determine the 
relat ion between leadership characteris tics of teen leaders and their 
perceptions of who should perform each of the leadership tasks . 
Number of years served as junior or teen leader . Table XII showed 
that respondents who had not ac tively served as teen leaders f elt a mean 
of 8 tasks should be performed by only j unior leaders , 22 by only teen 
f 
leaders , 2 7  by bo th , and 4 tasks should be  performed by neither j unior 
nor teen leaders . Respondents who had served 1 year as a teen leader in-
dicated that a mean o f  8 tasks should be performed only by j unior 
leaders , 29 only by teen leaders , 22  by bo th , and 1 task should no t be 
performed by either j unior or teen leaders . Those respondents who had 
served as teen leaders 2 years said a mean of 6 tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , 22 only by teen leaders , 31 by both j unior and 
TABLE XII 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS FELT ONLY JUNIOR LEADERS , ONLY TEEN LEADERS , 
BOTH JUNIOR AND TEEN LEADERS , AND NEITHER SHOULD PERFORM AND 4-H LEADERSHIP 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
Teen Leaders . 
Who Should Perform? 
Only Junior Leaders Onli Teen Leaders Bo th Nei ther 
Lead�rship F S ign F S ign F S ign F 
Charac teristic Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value 
.. . .  
Number of Years Served 
as Junior Teen Leader 0 . 9  a 1 . 2  a 1 . 8  a 1 . 4  
0 (N = 21) 8 22  27  4 
1 (N = 33)  8 - 29 2 2  . 1  
2 (N = 65)  6 2 2  31  2 
3 (N = 130) 8 2 2  29  1 
4 (N = 99)  7 2 2  3 0  2 
5 or more (N = 73) 6 21 3 3  2 
Total (N = 4 21) 7 22  30 2 
Number of Le�der 
Training Meetings 
Attended This Year 0 . 5  a 1 . 1 a 1 . 5  a 0 . 8  
0 (N = 113) 7 25 27 2 
1 (N = 86)  6 2 2  3 0  2 
2 (N = 88 ) 7 2 2  2 9  2 
3 (N = 56) 7 2 2  3 1  2 
4 (N = 23)  5 19 35 1 
5 or �re (N · = 55) 8 19 34 1 







Table XIi , . con�inued. 
Teen Leaders 
Who Should Perform? 
Onli Junior Leaders Onli Teen Leaders 
Lead�!:�.b.!P . _ . . - . .  F _ _  . S ign . .  - F 
Characteris tic Mean Value Level Mean Value 
.... __ .. .. - . 
Attendance at Junior ... � -
or Junio� Hig� Club . 
Meetings 
Yes (N = 251) 
No (N = 151) 
Total (N =:: 402) 
Work with Adult Leader 
Frequently (N = 190) 
Occas ionally 
(N = 188)  
Not at al l (N = 20) 
Total (N = 398) 
Work with Junior . Leader 
Frequently (N = 140) 
Occas ionally 
(N = 207) 
Not at all (N = 49) 
Total {N · = 396) 
Plans to Continue 
Service as 4-H Leader 
Yes (N = 3 7 2) 
No (N = 22)  
To tal (N = 394)  
a F value 
b F value 
1 . 1  a 0 . 1  
7 22  
6 22  
7 2 2  
0 . 1  a 0 . 6  
7 22  
7 2 2  
8 26  
7 2 2  
0 . 7  a 0 . 7  
8 2 2  
7 2 2  
6 25 
7 22  
1 . 2  a 1 . 1  
7 22 
5 25 
7 2 2  
Not significant at  . 05 level 
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teen leaders , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either j unior or 
teen leaders . Teen leader s who had served 3 year s felt a mean of 8 
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tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 22 only by teen 
leaders , 29 by both , and 1 task should no t be performed by either junior 
or teen leaders . Respondent s who had served as leaders 4 years felt that 
a mean of 7 tasks . should be performed by only junior leader s ,  22 by only 
teen leaders ,  30 tasks should be performed by both , and 2 tasks should be 
performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders . Respondents wi th 5 or more 
years service felt that a mean of 6 tasks should be performed only by 
j unior leaders , 21 tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 33 
tasks should be performed by bo th , and 2 tasks should not be performed 
by either junior or teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F test , they were 
found no t to be signif icant at the . O S  level . It was , therefore , con­
cluded that there was no signif icant relat ionship between number of years 
served as j unio r or teen leaders and teen leaders ' percep t ion of numb er 
of tasks which should be performed by only j unior leaders , only teen 
leaders , bo th j unior and teen leaders , or neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Number of leader training meetings attended th is year . Table XI I 
indicated that respondents who had no t at tended a leader training meet­
ing during the current year felt a mean of 7 tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders ,  25 only by teen leaders , 27 by bo th , and 2 tasks 
should no t be performed by either j unior or teen leaders .  Respondents 
who had attended .only one training meet ing felt a mean of 6 tasks should 
be performed only by j unior leaders , 22 only by teen leaders , 30 by 
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bo th ,  and 2 tasks should be performed neither by j unior nor teen leaders . 
Teen leaders who had attended two training meetings said a mean of 7 
tasks should be  performed only by j unior leaders ,  22 only by teen 
leaders , 29 by bo th , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either j unior 
or teen leaders . Those respondents who had attended three training . meet­
ings felt a mean of 7 tasks should be  performed only by j unior leaders ,  
22 tasks shoul d be performed only by teen leaders , 31 tasks should be  
performed by both , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either j unior 
or teen leaders . Teen leaders who had at tended four training meet ings 
felt a mean of 5 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 19 
only by teen leaders , 35 by both , and only 1 task shou ld be performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . Respondents who had attended five or 
more training mee tings fel t that a mean of 8 tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders , 19 tasks should be per formed only by teen 
leaders ,  34 tasks should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders , 
and 1 task should no t be performed by either j unior or teen leaders • .  
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F test , they were 
found no t to be significant at the . OS level . It was , therefore , con­
cluded that the number o f  leader training meet ings attended did no t 
signif icantly influence teen leaders ' perception of the numb er of tasks 
tha t should be performed by only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , both 
j unior and teen leaders , or neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Attendance at junior or junior high club meetings . As indicated 
in Table XII , respondents who at tended j unior or j unior high 4-H Club 
meet ings as . part of their leadership respons ib ility felt that a mean of 
7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 22  only by teen 
leaders , 31 by bo th , and only 1 task should not be performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . Those respondents who had no t attended such 
meetings felt a mean o f  6 tasks should be performed only by j unior 
leaders , 22 tasks should be performed only by teen leaders , 29 tasks 
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should be performed by both , and 3 tasks should not be� performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted using the F tes t , data for 
tasks to be  performed only by teen leaders , only j unior leaders , and both 
j unior and teen leaders were found not to be signif icant at the . 05 level . 
Data for tasks which neither should perform were found to be s ignificant 
at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that there was no signif icant re-
lationship between attendance at j unior and j unior high club meetings and 
number of tasks only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , and both j unior 
and teen leaders should per form . It  was further concluded that a s ignif-
icant relat ionship exis ted between at tendance at such meetings and: number 
of tasks . neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform . Respondents 
who had no t attended j unior or j unior high meetings felt that more of  
the tasks should not be  perfo rmed by either j unior or teen leaders than 
did respondents who had attended such meetings . 
Work with adul t leader . Table XII indicated that those respondents 
who frequently worked�with adul t leaders f elt that a mean of . 7  tasks should 
b e  performed only by j unior leaders , 22 only by teen leaders , 31 by bo th ,  
and 2 tasks should not b e  performed by either j unior o r  teen leaders . 
I '  
Respondents who worked 'with adult _ leaders occasionaJ.ly felt that a mean 
number of 7 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders , 2 2  only by 
teen leaders , 30 by bo th , and 2 tasks should no t be performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . Those respondents who did not . .. work .. with . adult 
7 7  
leaders a t  all said a mean o f  8 tasks should be  performed only by j unior 
leaders , 26  only by teen leaders , 26 by both j unior and teen leaders , and 
2 tasks should not be  performed by either j unior or teen leaders . 
When these differences were tested us ing the F tes t ,  they were 
found no t to be s ignif icant at the . 05 level . I t  was , therefore ,  con-
eluded that a s ignificant relationship did no t ex.is t b e tween frequency of 
teen leaders t· work with adult leaders and the percep tions they had of 
number of  tasks which should be  performed only by j unior leaders , only 
by teen leaders , by both j unior or teen leaders , or by neither j unior 
nor teen leaders . 
Work with junior leader . As indicated in Table XII ,  respondents . 
who frequently worked with j unior leaders felt that a mean of 8 tasks 
should be  performed only by j unior leaders , 22  only by teen leaders , 30 
I 
by both , and 2 tasks should be performed by neither j unior nor teen 
leaders . Those  respondents who had not worked with j unior leaders at all 
felt that a mean of 6 tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders ,  
2 5  only by teen leaders , 28 by bo th , and 2 tasks should no t b e  performed 
by either j unior or teen leaders . 
When these dif ferences were tes ted using the F tes t , they were 
found not to be .significant at the . 05 level . I t  was conc luded that a 
s ignif icant relat ionship did not exist between frequency of teen leaders ' 
work wi th j unior leaders and teen leaders ' percept ion of  the number of  
tasks which should be performed by only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , 
both j unior and teen leader s , or neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
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Plans to continue s ervice as a 4-H leader . As shown in Table XII , . 
respondent s who planned to continue service as 4.;-H leaders felt ,that a mean 
of  7 tasks should be  performed by only j unior leaders , 22  by only teen 
leaders , 30 by both j unior and teen leader s ,  and 2 tasks should not be · · 
I 
performed by either j unior or teen leaders . Those respondents who did 
not plan to continue service as 4-H leaders felt  a mean of 5 tasks should 
be performed only by j unior leaders , 25 only by teen leaders , 28 by both 
j unior and teen leaders , and 4 tasks should no t be  performed by either 
j unior or teen leaders . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F test , data concern-
ing tasks only j unior leaders , only t een leaders , and bo th j unior and teen 
leaders should perform were found not to be signif icant . Data concerning 
task neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform was s ignif icant at 
the . 05 level . It  was concluded that no s ignif icant relationship exis ted 
between teen leaders ' . plans to cont inue service · as 4 -H leaders and their 
percept ion of the number of tasks only j unior leaders , only teen leaders , 
or bo th j unior and teen leaders should perform . It  was further concluded 
that there was a significant relat ionship between. plans to continue 
s ervice - as 4-H leaders and the number of  tasks neither j unior nor teen 
leaders should perform .  Respondents who did not plan t o  continue service 
as 4-H leaders felt that a larger number of tasks should be  performed by 
neither j unior nor teen leaders . 
Summary . Role percep t ions of teen leaders were no t s ignificantly 
related to the personal charact eris t ics of age , grade completed in s chool , 
place of  res idence , or number of bro thers and sisters . Role perceptions 
of  teen leaders were no t s ignificantly related to the 4-H part icipat ion 
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charac teris tics of number of years enrolled in 4-H , service as an officer , 
number of state and national events attended , membership in the Honor 
Club , or membership in the All S tar organization . Role perceptions of 
teen leaders were no t significantly related to the leadership charac­
teristics of number of years served as a j unior or teen leader , number of 
leader training meet ings attended this year , work with adult leaders , or 
work with j unior leaders . 
A s ignificant relationship was found between the sex· of respondents 
and the number of tasks they felt only j unior leaders should perform . 
Males · felt that a larger number of tasks should be performed by -only 
j unior leaders than did female respondents .  A s ignif icant relationship . 
was found between sex of respondents and the number of tasks they felt 
both j unior and teen leaders should perform .  Female responden ts felt  
that a larger numb er of tasks should b e  performed by both j unior and teen 
leaders than did male respondents . 
A s ignificant relat ionship was found between the numb er of club s 
other than 4-H . respondents belonged to and the number of tasks respondents 
felt only j unior leaders should perform .  Respondents  who belonged t o  only · 
one or two clubs other than 4 -H felt tha t a larger numb er of tas ks should 
be performed only by j unior leaders than did respondents who b elonged to 
a larger number of clubs . 
A s ignif icant relat ionship was found between the teen leaders ' 
attendance at j unior or j unior high club meetings and the number of tasks 
they felt neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform .  Respondents 
who had no t at tended j unior or j unior high meetings felt that more of the 
tasks should no t b e  performed by either, j unior or teen leaders than did 
respondents who had attended such meetings . 
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A s ignificant relationship was found between the teen leaders ' 
plans to continue service as 4-H leaders and the number of tasks they 
f elt neither j unior nor teen leaders should perform . Respondents who did 
no t plan to continue service as 4-H leaders felt that a larger number of 
tasks should be performed by neither j unior nor teen leaders than did 
those who plan to continue· their service as leaders . 
V .  CHARACTERISTICS WHICH INFLUENCED TEEN LEADERS ' 
ROLE PERFORMANCE 
The purpose  of the following section is to identify personal 
characteris tics , 4-H participation characteris tics , and leadership 
characteris tics which influenced the role performance of teen leaders . 
Relation Between Personal Characteris tics and Role Performance 
The purpose  of the analysis in this section was to determine the 
relation between personal character is tics of teen leaders and the number 
of tasks they had performed and felt prepared to perform.  
Age . As indicated in Table XIII , 15 and 16 year olds had per­
formed a mean of 38 tasks , those 17 and 18 years o ld had performed 42 
tasks , and 19 year olds had performed 49 tasks . Respondents who were 15 
years old indicated there were 20 tasks they had not performed , 16 year 
olds indicated 21 tasks they had not performed , 17-. and 18-year-o ld re­
spondents indicated 17 tasks they had not performed , and those who were 
19 years old said there were 10 tasks which they had not performed . 
Both 15- and_ l6-year-old teen leaders felt prepared to perform 
49 tasks , 17-year-o ld respondents felt prepared to perform 50 tasks , 
TABLE XIII 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS HAVE PERFORMED , HAVE NOT PERFORMED , FELT 
PREPARED TO PERFORM , OR DID NOT FEEL PREPARED TO PERFORM AND PERSONAL 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
Teen Leaders 
. .... . . .  � .  . ...... . 
Have You Performed? Do You Feel Pre2ared to Perform? 
P�!'ffJOnal 
Character istic 
_ ... - "'  .. . .. ..  
Age 




1 7  (N = 130) 
18 (N = 68)  
19 (N = 4) ·  .. · · 
To tal (N = 420) 
Sex 
Male (N = 154) 
Female (N = 262)  
Total (N = 416) 
Grades Completed 
10 (N = 149)  
11  (N = 159)  
12  (N = 111) 
Total (N = 419) 
Place of Res idence 
Farm (N = 252)  
Rural Nonfarm 






. � 49 











F Sign .. . 
Value Level Mean 
3 � 5  b 
20 
21 
1 7  
1 7  
1 0  
19 




5 . 8  b 
.. 21  
18  
. 1 7  
1 9  
1 . 4  a 
18 
19 
No Yes No 
F Sign F S ign F S ign 
Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level 
2 . 8  b 0 . 3  a 0 . 1  a 
49 9 
49  9 
s o  9 
51 8 
4 9  6 
s o  8 
2 . 4  a 3 . 0  a 0 . 7  a 
48  9 
51 8 
so 9 
3 . 4  b 4 . 8  b 2 . 0  a 
4 7  10 
5 2  8 
so 9 
so 9 






Table XIII ,  continued 
--- -
Have You Performed? 
Yes No 
Per�onal . . . . . .  f. � . . .  � �gn . .  �· F . 
Characteristic Mean Value Level Mean Value 
Urban (N - = · 51)  3 7 ' 23 
To tal (N = 415) 40 19 
Number o� . B�o thers 
and S iste:rs 0 . 9  a 1 . 0  
1-2 (N � 236) 35 19  
3-4 (N = 126)  41 10 
5 or more (N = 30) 37 22 
Total (N = 392) 40 19 
Number of Clubs O ther 
Than 4-H 2 . 1 b 2 . 6  
1-2 (N = 95)  38  22  
3-4 (N = 140) 39 20 
5 or more (N = 1 61)  4 2  1 6  
To tal ( N  = 39 6) 40 19 
'a F value Not signif icant at . 05 level 
b F value S ignif icant at o 05 level 
Teen Leaders 
. .. .... _ Do You Feel Prepared to Perform? 
Yes No . 
Sign F . .  S ign F Sign ... , ... 
Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level 
51 9 
50 8 
a 0 . 3 . a 0 . 4  a 
50 9 
50  9 
4 7  6 
50 9 
b 1 . 5 a 1 . 6  a 







18-year-old respondents felt prepared to perform 51 tasks , _ and th� se 19 
years of age indicated 49 tasks which they fel t  prepared t� _ perform . 
Those respondents who were 15 , 1 6 , and 1 7  years old fel t there were nine 
tasks which they were no t prepared to perform . Eighteen-year-old re­
spondents indicated there were eight tasks -which they did no t feel pre- · 
pared to perform , and those 19 years o f  age felt unprepared to perform 
six of the tasks . 
When these diff erences were tes ted using the F test , data concern­
ing number of tasks which teen leader respondents had perf9rmed and numb er 
of tasks which teen leader respondents had not per formed were each found 
to be signif icant at the . 05 level . Data concerning number 9f tasks teen 
leaders felt prepared to perform and data concerning tasks which re­
spondents did not feel prepared to p erform were found no t to be  signif­
icant at the . 05 level . It was , therefore , concluded that a s ignificant 
relationship exist ed between age of teen leader respondents and number 
of tasks the respondents had performed and , conversely , the number .. of .. 
tasks respondents had not performed . Older respondents tended to have 
performed more tasks than had younger respondents . The number of  tasks 
respondents had no t performed decreased as age increas ed . I t  wa s further 
conc luded that there was no signif icant relationship between age and the 
number of tasks teen leaders f elt prepared to perform or , conver sely , the 
number of tasks they did not feel prepared to perform. 
Sex . Table XIII showed that male respondents had performed a mean 
of 38 leadership tasks while females had p erformed 41 tasks . A mean of 
20 tasks had not been per formed by males , and 18 tasks had no t been 
performed by females . 
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Males . indicated that they felt  prepared to perform 48 of the tasks 
while females felt  prepared to per form 51 of the tasks . There were · nine 
tasks that male respondents did no t feel prepared to perform while . there 
were only eight tasks which females did no t f eel prepared to perform . 
When tes ted by the analysis of  variance F : test , data were found not 
to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . I t  was , therefore , concluded that no 
s ignif icant relationship existed between sex and the number of tasks re­
spondents had or had not performed . It  was also concluded that there was 
no significant relationship between sex and the number o f  tasks respondents 
felt prepared or did no t feel prepared to perform . 
Grades comple ted in school . As shown in Table XIII , teen leaders 
who had completed the lOth grade had perfo rmed a mean number of 37 tasks , 
those who had completed the 11th grade had performed a mean number of 41 
tasks , and those who had completed high school had performed 43 tasks . 
Respondents who had completed the lOth grade indicated that there were 21 
tasks which they had no t performed while those who had comple ted the 11th 
grade had not performed 18 o f  the tasks , and high s chool graduates said 
there were 1 7  tasks which they had no t performed . 
Tho s e  respondents who had completed the lOth grade indicated that 
they felt  prepared to perform 4 7  of the tasks while respondents who had 
completed the 11th grade felt prepared to perform 52 tasks . High school 
graduates f elt  prepared to perform 50 tasks . There were 10 tasks which 
respondents who had completed the lOth grade did not feel prepared to 
perform , 8 tasks which respondents who had complet ed the 11th grade .did 
no t feel prepared to perform , and 9 tasks which high school graduates did 
no t feel prepared to perform . 
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When tes ted by the analys is of variance F tes t ,  data  on number of 
tasks which had and had not been performed and data on number of  tasks 
which t een leaders felt prepared to perform were signif icant at the . 05 
level . Data for number of tasks teen leaders did no t feel prepared to 
perform were found not to be  s ignificant at the . 0 5  level . I t  was , 
therefore , concluded that there was a s ignificant relationship between 
grade completed in s chool and number of tasks . teen leaders had per formed 
and , conversely , the number they had no t performed and the numb er they 
felt prepared to perform . Respondents significantly increased the number 
of tasks they had performed and the number of tasks they felt prepared 
to perform as they advanced in grade level . Conversely , the number of  
tasks respondents had no t performed decreased as  respondents advanced in 
grade level . It  was fur ther concluded that no significant relationship 
exis ted between grade completed in school  and number of  tasks teen leader 
respondents did not feel prepared to perform.  
Place of  residence . Tab le XIII showed that teen leaders who . lived 
on a farm had performed a mean of 4 1  leadership tasks , tho s e  living in 
rural nonfarm areas had performed 39 tasks , and those from urban areas 
had performed 37 tasks . Respondents from farms indicated there were 18 
tasks which they had no t performed , rural nonfarm res idents had no t per­
formed 19 of the tasks , and 23 tasks had no t been performed by urban 
residents . 
Respondents who lived on a farm felt  prepared to perform 50 of 
the tasks , those living in rural nonfarm areas f el t  prepared to perform 
49 tasks , and tho se living in urban areas felt prepared to perform 51 
tasks . Respondents who lived on farms and those  who lived in urban areas 
felt unprepared �o perform nine tasks while those who lived in rural . .  
nonfarm areas felt unprepared to perform eight of the tasks . 
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When these differences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , they were 
found not to be significant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that no 
significant relat ionship exis ted between place of residence and number .of 
tasks teen leader respondents had performed or , conversely , the . number 
they had no t performed , or number or tasks respondents did and those 
they did not feel prepared to perform .  
Number of  bro thers and s isters . Table XIII showed that teen .leaders 
who had one or two siblings had performed a mean of 35 tasks while those 
with · three or four siblings had performed 41 tasks . Respondents who had 
five or more brothers and s is ters indicated they had performed 37 tasks . 
Those respondents who had one or two siblings indicated there were 19 
tasks which they had not performed while those with three or four siblings 
indicated only 10 tasks which they had not performed , and those  with f ive 
or more · brothers and sis ters indicated there were 22 tasks which they had 
no t performed . 
Respondents who had one , two , three , o r  four siblings felt pre­
pared to perform 50 of the tasks while those  with five or more felt 
prepared to perform 47 tasks . Those  respondents with from one to four 
s iblings felt there were nine tasks which they were no t prepared to per­
form while those with five or more said there were only s ix tasks that 
they felt unprepared to perform 
When these differences were tested using the F tes t , they were · 
found not to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that 
there was no signif icant relationship b etween number of bro thers and 
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sis ters and number of tasks respondents had and , conversely , the number 
they had no t performed . It  was further conc luded that no s ignificant re­
lationship existed between number of bro thers and s isters and number of 
tasks respondents did and the number they did no t feel prepared to perform . 
Number o f  clubs other than 4-H .  As shown in Table XIII , page 81 , 
teen leaders -��o �elonged to one o r  two clubs o ther than 4 -H indicated . 
that they had performed 38 o f  the tasks , those who belonged to three or 
four o ther club s  had performed 39 tasks , and those who belonged to five 
or more · o ther c lubs had performed 42 tasks . Twenty-two tasks had .not 
been performed by respondents who belonged to one or two clubs o ther than 
4-H , 20 tasks had not been performed by those who belonged to three or 
four o ther club s , and 16  tasks had no t been performed by respondents who 
were · members of  f ive or more clubs o ther than 4-H .  
Respondents who belonged to one or two club s other than 4-H felt 
prepared to perform a mean of  47 tasks , those who b elonged to three or 
four o ther club s  felt prepared to perform 51 tasks , and those who b e­
longed to f ive . or more club s  felt prepared to perform 50 tasks . Those 
respondents who belonged to one or two club s  o ther than 4-H indicated . 
there were · lO tasks which they did not feel prepared to pe!form while 
those respondents who belonged to three or more clubs o ther than 4-H 
said they felt  unprepared to perform 8 of  the tasks . 
When these differences were tes ted using the F tes t , data for 
number of tasks respondents had or had no t performed were found to be 
s ignificant at the . 05 level . Data for number of tasks respondents felt . 
prepared and , conversely , thos e  they d id no t feel prepared to perform 
were found not to be  s ignif icant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that 
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there was a signif icant relat ionship between respondents ' membership in 
clubs other than 4-H and the number of tasks reapondent s had and the 
number they had not performed . Respondents who belonged to a larger 
number of clubs had performed a significantly larger number of tasks . As 
the number of clubs to which the respondent belonged increased , the number 
of tasks the respondent had not performed decreased signif icantly . I t  
was further concluded that no significant relationship exis ted b etween 
respondents '  membership in clubs o ther than 4-H and the number of tasks 
respondents felt prepared to perform and , conversely ,  the number they did 
no t feel prepared to perform .  
Relationship Between 4-H Participat ion Characteris tics and Role Performance 
The purpos e  of the analysis in this section was to determine the 
relation between 4-H partic ipation charac teris tics of teen leaders and the 
number of tasks they performed and felt prepared to perform . 
Numb er of years enrolled in 4-H . Table XIV indicat ed teen leaders 
who had been enrolled in 4-H 1 or 2 years had performed only 8 of the tasks , 
those  who had been enrolled 3 years had performed 43 , 4 th year members had 
performed 37 , 5 th year members had performed 41 , 6th year members had per­
formed 38 , 7 th year members had performed 3 7 , and respondents who had been 
enrolled in 4-H 8 years indicated they had performed 41 tasks . Teen leaders 
who had b een enrolled in 4-H 1 or 2 years indicated there were 5 3  tasks 
which they had no t performed , respondents  who had been enrolled in 4-H 
3 years indicated they had not performed 1 7  tasks , 4 th year members had 
no t performed 23 tasks , 5th year members had not performed . l7  tasks , 6th 
year members had not performed 18 tasks , 7 th year members had not performed 
TABLE XIV 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS HAVE PERFORMED , HAVE NOT PERFORMED , FELT 
PREPARED TO PERFORM , OR DID NOT FEEL PREPARED TO PERFORM AND 4-H PARTICIPATION 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? Do Y·ou Feel Prepared to Perform? 
-:- -
Yes � - "Ito Yes No 
t it:�pat �o� F S i:gn F ·--- S ign F Sign F S ign 
Characteristic Mean Value Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Leve l Mean Value Level 
Number o� Y�ars ���o��ed 
in 4-H 4 . 4 b 5 . 0  b 2 . 7  b 2 . 6 b 
1 (N = 2 )  8 5 3  25  36 . . . 
2 (N = 3) 8 5} 4 6  15  
3 (N = 6)  43  1 7  54  8 
4 (N = 4) 37  23  60 1 
5 (N = 7)  41  1 7  4 8  1 0  
6 ( N  = 5 8 )  _ 38 18 46 10 
7 (N = 110) 37 2 2  4 8  9 
8 (N = 138) 41 18 5 2  8 
Total (N = 328) 39 20 50 9 
S erved as Off icer 4 . 8  b 6 . 2  b 11 . 0  b 1 1 . 8  b 
Yes (N = 39 3) 40 18 50 8 
No (N = 28) 34  25 4 2  1 5  
Total (N = 421) 40 19 50 9 
Numb er of S tate and 
National Events 
Attended 6 . 6  b 5 . 3  b 1 . 5  a 2 . 3  b 
1 (N = 6-4) 33 25 47 11 
2 (N = 7 7) 36 21 48 11 
00 
\0 
Tab le XIV , cont inued 
---- - - ..... -... 
Par ticip� �-�on 
Characteris t ic 
3 (N = _
··
�] )  
4 ( N  = , 7�) 
5 (N = 72)  
6 (N  = . 31) 
7 (N = 3) 
8 (N = l) · 
To tal (N :a 421) 
Honor Club Member 
Yes (N = 373) 
No (N = 44) 
To tal (N = 417) 
All Star Member 
Yes (N . = 351) 
No (N = 55)  
To tal (N = 406) 
a F value 
b F value 
Have You Performed ? 
Yes No -
F S'�gn . . . F 






59 . .  3 
40 19 
22 . 5  b 18 . 1  
4 1  18 
31 27 
40 19 
32 . 9  b 27 . 9  
41  1 8  
30 28 
40 19 
Not signif icant at ·. 05 level 
Signif icant at . 05 level 
Teen. Leaders 
Do You Feel PreEared to Perform? 
Yes No 
Sign F Sign F S ign 
Level Mean Value Level Mean Value Level 
49 9 
51 7 
52  7 
5 3  7 
55  7 
62 0 
50 7 
b 18 . 3  b 13 . 6  b 
51  8 
42  14 
50 9 
b- 10 . 6  b 8 . 8  b 





22 tasks , and 8th year members said there were 18 tasks which they had 
no t performed . 
Firs t year 4-H member respondents f el t  prepared to perform 25 
tasks , 2nd year members felt prepared to perform 4 6 , 3rd year members 
felt prepared to per form 54 , 4 th year members felt prepared to perform 
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60 , 5th year members felt  prepared to  perform 48 , 6th year members felt 
prepared to perform 4 6 ,  7th year members f el t  prepared to perform 4 8 ,  and 
members who had been enrolled in 4-H 8 years felt prepared to perform 52 
tasks . Respondents who had been enrolled in 4-H 1 year felt unprepared 
to perform 36 tasks , 2nd year members felt unprepared to per form 15 tasks , 
3rd year members f el t  unprepared to perform 8 tasks , 4 th year memb ers felt  
unprepared to  perform 1 task , 5th year and 6 th year members felt unpre­
pared to perform 10 tasks , 7 th year members  felt unprepared to perform 9 
tasks , and 8th year members felt unprepared to perform 8 of the tasks . 
When these  differences were tes ted us ing the F test , they were 
found to be significant at the . 05 level . It was , therefore , concluded 
that there was a significant relat ionship between number of years en­
rolled in 4-H and numb er of tasks respondents had performed and , con­
versely , the number they had not performed . Respondents who had been in 
4-H for a longer period of t ime tended to have performed a s ignificantly 
greater number of tasks . Conversely , the number of tasks respondents had 
no t performed tended to decrease as the number of years enrolled in 4-H 
increased . A significant relationship was also found to exis t between 
number of years enrolled in 4-H and number of tasks respondents did and , 
conversely , the number of  tasks they did not f eel prepared to perform . 
Respondents who had been in 4-H a longer period of time tended to feel 
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prepared t o  perform a significantly greater number o f  tasks . Conversely , 
the number of tasks respondents felt unprepared to perform decreas ed · 
signif icantly as the number of years enrolled in 4-H increas ed . 
Served as off icer . Table XIV indicated tha t teen leaders who had 
served as officers in their club had performed a mean of 40 tasks wh ile 
those  who had . no t served as officers had performed 34 tasks . Respondents 
who had served as off icers said there were 18 tasks which they had not 
performed while thos e  who had not held an office said there were 25 tasks 
which they had no t performed . 
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Respondents who served as officers felt prepared to perform 50 
tasks while those who had no t served as officers felt  prepared to perform 
4 2  tasks . Those respondents who had served as officers said there were 
8 tasks which they did no t feel prepared to perform wh ile those who had 
no t served as off icers felt unprepared to perform 15 of the tasks . 
When these diff erences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , they were 
found to be significant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that there 
was a signif icant relationship between the respondents ' service as 
officers and the number of tasks they had performed and the number they 
had no t performed . Respondents who had served as officers had performed 
a s ignif icantly greater number of task than had those  respondents who 
had no t held an off ice . It was further conc luded that there was a 
signif icant relationship between the respondents ' service as officers and 
the number of tasks they felt prepared to perform . Respondents who had 
served as off icers felt prepared to perform significantly mo re task than 
thos e  respondents who had no t held an of fice . 
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Number of state and national events attended . Table XIV showed . 
that teen leaders who had attended only one s tate or national event had 
performed a mean of 33 tasks , those who had attended two events had per­
formed 36 tasks , those who had attended three events had performed 40 
tasks , those who had attended four events had performed 41 tasks , those 
who had attended five events had performed 45 tasks , those who had at­
tended six events had performed 47  tasks , those who had attended seven 
events had performed 55 · tasks , and · respondents who had attended all eight 
events listed on the questionnaire had performed 59 of the leadership 
tasks . Respondents who had attended only one event indicated there were 
25 tasks which they had no t performed while those who had attended two 
events had not performed 21 of the tasks , and respondents who had 
attended three events had not performed 19 of the tasks . Eight een tasks 
had no t been performed by respondents who had attended four events ,  15 
tasks had no t been performed by those who had attended five events , 11 
tasks had no t been performed by those who had attended six events , 7 tasks 
had no t been performed by those who had attended seven events , and only 3 
tasks ·had not been performed by respondents who had at tended all eight 
events . 
Teen leaders who had attended only one s tate or national event 
felt prepared to perform 4 7  tasks , those who had at tended two events felt 
pr�pared to perform 48 tasks , those who had attended three events felt 
prepared to perform 49 tasks , thos e  who had attended four events fel t 
prepared to perform 51 tasks , thos e  who had attended five events felt 
prepared to perform 52  tasks , those who had attended six events felt pre-
pared to perform 53 tasks , those who had attended seven events felt 
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prepared to per form 5 5  tasks , and respondents who had attended all eight 
events felt prepared to perform all 62 tasks . There were 11 tasks wh ich 
respondents who had attended one or two s tate or national events felt un­
prepared to perform , 9 tasks which respondents who had attended three 
event s felt unprepared to perform , 7 tasks which respondents who had 
attended four , five , s ix ,  or seven events fel t  unprepared to perform ,  and 
no tasks which respondents who had attended all eight events felt unpre­
pared to perform .  
When these dif ferences were tes ted using the F tes t , data for 
number of tasks t een leaders had performed , the number they had no t per­
formed , and the number they did not feel prepared to perform were analyzed 
by the number of state and national events attended ; each were found to 
be signif icant at the . 05 level . Data for numb er of tasks respondents 
felt  prepared to perform were found not to be s ignificant at the . 0 5 
level . It  was concluded , therefore , that there was a s ignificant re� 
lat ionship between number of state and national event s teen l eaders had 
attended and the number of leadership tasks they had performed and , con­
versely , the number of leadership tasks respondents had not performed , 
and the number of task they did no t feel prepared to perform .  The number 
of tasks teen leaders had performed t ended to increas e s ignif icantly as 
the number of s tate and nat ional events they had attended increas ed . The 
number of tasks respondents had no t performed and the number of tasks 
respondents felt unprepared to perform tended to decrease s ignificantly 
as the number of state and national events attended increased � It  was 
further concluded that no s ignificant relat ionship exis ted between the 
number of s tate and nat ional events attended and the number of tasks 
respondents felt prepared to perform . 
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Honor club member . As indicated in Table XIV , page 89 , teen 
leaders who were Honor Club - members had performed a mean of 41 tasks 
while tho se who did not belong to the Honor Club had performed 31 tasks . 
Respondents who belonged to the Honor Club indicated that there were 18 
tasks which they had no t performed while non-Honor Club members said they 
had no t performed 27 of the tasks . 
Honor Club members felt prepared to perform 51 tasks and those who 
did not b elong to the Honor Club felt prepared to per form 42  tasks . There 
were 8 tasks which Honor Club members did not feel prepared to perform 
and 14 tasks which non-Honor Club members fel t unprepared to perform. 
When these differences were tested using the F tes t , they were 
found to be significant at the . 05 level . It was concluded tha t a signif­
icant relat ionship exis ted between membership in the 4-H Honor Club and 
the number of tasks respondents h�d p erformed and , conversely , the numb er 
of tasks respondents had no t performed , the numb er of tasks respondents 
felt prepared to perform ,  and the number of tasks respondents did not 
feel prepared to perform . The number of tasks respondents had performed 
and the number of tasks respondents fel t pr epared to perform was signif­
icantly greater for Honor Club members than for those respondents who were . 
not members of  the Honor Club . Conversely , the number of tasks re­
spondents had not performed and the number of tasks they felt unprepared 
to perform were s ignificantly less for Honor Club members than for non­
members . 
All Star membership .  As shown i n  Table XIV , teen leaders who 
were members of the All S tar organi zation had performed a mean of 4 1  tasks 
while those who were no t All Star members had performed 30 tasks .  All 
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S tar members indicated there were 1 8  tasks which they had not performed 
while those who. were no t members of the organization had no t performed 28 
of the tasks . 
All S tar members fel t prepared to perform 51 tasks while those - who 
were no t All Star members felt prepared to perform 44 tasks . Respondents . 
who were All . Star members fel t unprepared to perform 8 tasks while those 
who did not belong to the organization felt unprepared to perform 13 of 
these tasks . 
When these differences were tested using the F t es t , they were 
found to be s ignificant at the . O S level . It was conc luded tha t a signif-
icant relat ionship exis ted between membership in the All Star organization 
and number of tasks teen leaders had performed and , conversely , the number 
of tasks they had not performed , the numb er of tasks respondents felt 
prepared to perform ,  and the number of tasks respondents did no t feel 
prepared to per form .  The number of tasks respondents had performed and 
the number of tasks respondents felt  prepared to perform were · s ignif-
icantly greater for All S tar members than for those respondents who were 
not members of the organization . 
Relat ion Between 4-H Leadership Characteristics and Role Performanc e 
The purpose of the analysis in this section was to determine the 
relation between leadership characteris tics of teen leaders and the 
number of tasks they had performed and felt prepared to perform . 
Number of years served as junior or teen leader . As seen in 
� 
Table · XV respondents who had no t actively served as j unior or t een leaders 
felt prepared to perform 21 tasks , thos e  who had served 1 year felt 
TABLE XV 
RELATION BETWEEN MEAN NUMBER OF TASKS TEEN LEADERS HAVE PERFORMED , HAVE NOT PERFORMED , FELT 
PREPARED TO PERFORM , OR DID NOT FEEL PREPARED TO PERFORM AND 4-H LEADERSHIP 
CHARACTERISTICS OF TEEN LEADER RESPONDENTS 
Teen Leaders 
Have You Performed? Do You Feel Prepared to Per form? 
Leadership 
Characteris tic Mean 
Number o f  Year s Served . . -
As Junior or Teen Leader 
0 (N = . 21) . 
. 
21 
1 (N = 33)  28  
2 (N  = 65)  36 
3 (N = 1 30)  41  
4 (N = 99)  45 
5 or more (N = 73) 46 
To tal (N = 421)  40 
Numb er of Le.ader 
Training Meetings 
At tended This Year 
0 (N = 113) 33 
1 (N = 86) 40 
2 (N = 88) 41 
3 (N = 56) 44 
4 (N = 23) 45 
5 or more (N = 55) 46 
Total (N = 421)  40 
Attendanc e at Junior or __ 
Junior High Club Meetings 
Yes 
F . S;lgn 
Value Level 
12 . 4  b 
5 . 8  b 



















12 . 0  
5 . 2  







3 2  
4 3  
4 9  
51  
51  












7 . 3  
1 . 8  
























11 . 4  
1 . 4  








Table XV , continued 
Have You Performed? 
Yes No 
Leade�s�.iP. _ F .. . _ · - S!gn F . . .. 
Character is tic Mean Value Level Mean Value 
Yes {N ::: 25l ) 




151) - - 35 25 
To tal (N = 402) 40 1 9  
Work with Adul t Leader 38 . 4  b 49 . 4  
Frequ�nt�y (N = · 196) 46 14 
Occas ionally {N = 188) 37 22  
No t at all (N = 20) 23 39 
To tal (N = 39 8) 41 19 
Work with Junior Leader 48 . 8  b 60 . 0  
Frequent ly (N = 140) 46  l3 
Occasionally {N . = 20 7) 41 19 
No t at all (N = 49) 25 35 
To tal (N = 396) · 40 19  
Plans to Continue Service 
As 4-H Leader 2 . 3  a 4 . 5  
Yes (N = 3 7 2) 41 18 
No (N = 22) 36 25 
To tal (N = 394)  41  19  
a F value No t signif icant at . 05 level 
b F value Significant at . 05 level 
Teen Leaders 
Do You Feel Prepared to Perform? 
Sign 
Level 




- - · --
Mean 
53 














F . Sign 
Value Level 
7 . 5 b 
4 . 7  b 
0 . 1  a 
No 
. F S ign . 
Mean Value Level 
7 
1 2  
9 










2 . 0  a 
8 





prepared to perform 21 tasks , those who had served 1 year fel t prepared to 
perform 28 tasks , those who had served 2 years felt pre�ared to perform 36 
tasks , those who had served 3 years fel t prepared to perform 41 tasks , 
those who had served 4 years felt prepared to perform .A5. tasks , and re­
spondents who had served 5 or more years felt prepared to per form 46 tasks . 
There were 38 tasks which respondents who had not actively served as j unior 
or teen leaders felt unprepared to perform , 30 tasks which those who had 
served 1 year fel t  unprepared to perform, 22 which those who had served 2 
years felt unprepared to perform, 1 8  which those who had served 3 years 
felt unprepared to perform, 15 which tho se who had served 4 years felt un­
prepared to perform,  and 14 tasks which respondents who had served 5 or 
more years felt unprepared to perform.  
Respondents who had not actively served as  j unior or  teen leaders 
felt prepared to perform 32 tasks , those who had served 1 year felt pre­
pared to perform 43 , those who had served 2 years felt prepared to perf orm 
49 , those who had served 3 or 4 years felt prepared to perform 51 tasks , 
and those who had served 5 or more years felt prepared to perform 54 
tasks . There were 26 tasks which those respondents who had no t served as 
j unior or teen leaders felt unprepared to perform, 15 tasks which tho se 
who had served 1 year felt unprepared to perform , 9 tasks which those who 
had served 2 years felt unprepared to perform ,  and 7 tasks which tho se 
who had served 3 or more years felt unprepared to perform.  
When these observed differences were tested using the F tes t , they 
were found to be significant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that a 
significant relationship exis ted between number of years served as j unior 
or teen leaders and number of t�sks respondents had performed and , con­
versely , the number of tasks respondents had not perfo rmed , the number of  
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tasks respondents felt prepared to perform ,  and the number of tasks 
respondents did not feel prepared to perform .  The number o f  tasks re­
spondents had performed and the number of tasks respondents felt pre­
pared to perform increased signif icantly as the number of years enrolled 
in 4-H increased . Conversely , the number of tasks respondents had no t 
performed and did no t feel prepared to perform decreas ed signif icantly 
as the number of years enrolled in 4-H increased . 
Numb er of leader training meet ings attended this year . As indi­
cated in Table XV ,  teen leaders who had not attended leader training 
meetings this year had performed 33 tasks , those who had attended one 
training meeting had performed 40 tasks , thos e who had attended two 
training meetings had performed 41 tasks , those who had attended three 
training meetings had performed 44 tasks , those who had attended four 
training meetings had performed 4 5  tasks , and those who had attended 
f ive or more training meetings had performed 46 tasks . Those respondents 
who had attended no training meetings had not performed 25 of the tasks , 
tho se who had attended one training meeting had not performed 19 tasks , 
those who had attended two training meet ings had no t performed 17  tasks , 
those who had attended three or four training meetings had no t performed 
15 of the tasks , and those respondents who had attended five or more 
training meetings had not performed 13 of the tasks . 
Those teen leaders who had attended no training meetings felt 
prepared to perform 47 tasks , thos e who had attended one training meet­
ing felt prepared to perform 50 tasks , those who had attended two 
mee tings fel t  prepared to perform 49 tasks , those  who had at tended three 
meetings felt  prepared to perform 51 tasks , and those respondents who had 
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attended four or mo re mee tings felt prepared to perform 5 3  tasks . There 
were · ll tasks whi ch respondents who had attended no training meet ings 
felt unprepared to perform , 9 tasks which tho se who had a ttended one 
training me eting fe lt unprepared to perform ,  8 tasks which tho se who had 
attended two or three meet ings felt unprepared to per form , 7 tasks wh ich 
thos e  respondent s who had attended four tra ining mee tings felt unprepared 
to perfo rm ,  and 5 tasks which tho s e  respondents who had a ttended f ive or 
more tra ining mee tings felt unprepared to perf orm 
When these dif ferences were tes ted us ing the F tes t , data concern­
ing numb er o f  tasks respondents had and had no t performed were found to 
be s ignificant a t  the . 0 5 level . Data concerning the numb er o f  tasks 
respondents felt prepared and the number they did not feel prepared to 
perform were f ound no t to be s ignificant at the . 0 5 level . I t  was con­
c luded that there was a s ignif icant relat ionship b e tween the numb er of 
l eader training meet ings attended and the number o f  tasks respondents had 
performed and , conversely , the numb er they had no t p erformed . The 
numb er of tasks teen l eader respondents had performed increa sed s ignif­
icantly as the numb er of leader training meetings at tended increas ed . 
Conver sely , the number o f  tasks teen leader respondents had no t per­
formed decreas ed s ignificantly as the number of leader tra ining meet ings 
respondents had at tended increas ed . I t  was further concluded . that no 
signif icant relationship existed b e tween numb er of leader training meet­
ings attended and the numb er o f  tasks respondents felt p repared to 
perform and tho s e  they did no t f eel prepared to perf orm . 
Attendance at junior o r  j unior high club meet ings . Table XV showed 
tha t t ee� leader s who attended j unior or. j unior high club meet ings a s  
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part of  their leadership respons ibility performed 45 tasks while those 
who had no t attended such meetings had performed 35 tasks . Respondents 
who had attended j unior or j unior high club meetings said there were 15 
tasks which they had no t performed while those who had not attended the 
meetings indicated there were 25 tasks which they had no t performed . 
Tho se respondents who had at tended j unior or j unior high club 
meetings felt  prepared to perform 53  tasks while those who had no t 
attended such meetings felt prepared to perform 4 7  tasks . There were 7 
tasks which those respondents who had attended j unior or j unior high 
meet ings did not feel prepared to perform ,  and 1 2  tasks which those who 
had not attended such meet ings felt unprepared to perform . 
When these differences were tes ted using the F tes t , they were 
found to be signifi�ant at the . 05 level . It was concluded that there 
was a s ignificant relationship between teen leaders ' attendance at j unior 
or j unior high club meetings and the number of tasks which they had per­
formed and , conversely , the numb er of tasks respondents had not performed , 
the number of  tasks respondents felt prepared to perform , and the number 
of tasks respondents did not feel prepared to perform .  Teen leaders .who 
had attended j unior or j unior high club meet ings performed a s ignif­
icantly larger number of tasks and felt prepared to perform a s ignif­
icantly larger number of tasks than did those who had not attended such 
meetings . 
Work with adult leader . Table XV indicated that teen leaders who 
worked with adult leaders frequently had performed 4 6  tasks , those who 
worked with adult leaders occasionally had p erformed 37  tasks , and those  
who had not worked with adult leaders at all  had performed 23 of the 
tasks . There were 14 tasks which respondents who worked with adul t 
leaders frequently had no t performed , 22  tasks which respondents who 
worked wi th adult leaders oc·cas ionally had not performed , and 39 tasks 
which respondents who had not worked wi th adult leaders at all had no t 
performed . 
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Teen leaders who worked with adul t leaders frequently felt pre­
pared to perform 53 tasks , those  who worked with adul t leaders oc cas ion­
ally felt prepared to perform 48 tasks , those who did not work wi th adult 
leaders at all felt prepared to perform 46 tasks . There were 6 tasks 
which those who worked with adult leaders frequently felt unprepared, to 
perform ,  11 tasks which those who worked with adult leaders occas ionally 
fel t unprepared to perform ,  and 15 tasks which teen leaders who did no t 
work with adul t leaders at all felt unprepared to perform . 
When these differences were tes ted us ing the F' tes t , they were 
found to be s ignificant at the . 05 level . It  ·was concluded that there 
was a significant relat ionship between frequency of teen leaders ' work 
with adul t leaders and the number of tasks respondents had performed and , 
conversely , the number they had not per formed and number of tasks re­
spondents felt prepared to perform and the number they did no t feel . 
prepared to perform . As the frequency of respondents '  work with adul t 
leaders inc reas ed , there was also a s ignif icant increase in the number 
of tasks they had performed and the numb er of tasks they �elt prepared 
to perform. Respondents who did no t work with adult leaders had per­
formed signif icantly fewer tasks and felt prepared to perform fewer tasks 
than respondents who worked with adul t leaders . 
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Work with junior leader . Table XV ,  page 9 7 , showed that teen 
leaders who worked with j unior leaders frequently had performed 4 6  tasks , 
those who worked with j unior leaders o ccas ionally had performed 41 tasks , 
and those who had not worked with j unior leaders had performed 25 tasks . 
There were 13 tasks which respondents who worked with j unior leaders 
frequently had not performed , 19 tasks which those who worked with j unior 
leaders occasionally had no t performed , and 35 tasks which those  who did 
not work with j unior leaders had performed . 
Teen leaders who worked with j unior leaders frequently felt 
prepared to perform 5 2  tasks , tho se who work with j unior leaders o ccas ion­
ally felt prepared to perform 51 tasks , and those who did no t work with 
j unior leaders at all felt prepared to perform 45 tasks . There were 7 
tasks which respondents who worked with j unior leaders frequently felt 
unprepared to perform, 8 tasks which respondents who worked with j unior 
leaders occasionally felt unprepared to perform ,  and 1 5  tasks which re­
spondents who did not work with j unior leaders at all felt unprepared to 
perform. 
When these differences were tes ted using the F tes t , they were 
found to be s ignif icant at the . 05 level . It was conc luded that a 
significant relationship exis ted between the frequency of respondents '  
work · with j unior leaders and number of  tasks they had performed and , 
conversely , the number they had no t performed , and number of tasks they 
felt prepared to perform and the number they did not feel prepared to 
perform . As the frequency of respondents ' work with j unior leaders in­
creased , there was a s ignif icant increase in the number of tasks re­
spondents had performed and the number of tasks they fel t  prepared to 
perform .  Teen leaders who did not work with j unior leaders had 
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performed significantly fewer tasks and felt prepared to perform signif ­
icantly fewer tasks than those  respondents who worked with j unior leaders . 
Plans to continue service as 4-H leader . Table XV ,  page 9 7 , in­
dicated that teen leaders who planned to continue service as 4-H leaders 
had performed 41 tasks while those who did no t plan to continue to serve 
had performed 36 tasks . There were 18 tasks which thos e  who planned to 
continue service as leaders had not performed , and 25 tasks which those 
who did no t plan to continue to serve had not performed . 
Teen leaders who planned to continue to serve as leaders felt 
prepared to perform 50 tasks while those  who did not plan to continue to 
serve felt  prepared to perform 49 tasks . There were 8 tasks which those 
who planned to continue servic e as leaders felt unprepared to perform , 
and 1 2  tasks which those who did not plan to continue service felt un­
prepared to perform . 
When these  differences were tested us ing the F tes t ,  the number 
of tasks respondents had performed was signif icant as to whether or not 
they planned to continue servic e as 4-H leaders . Data for number of 
tasks respondents felt prepared or did not feel prepared to perform were 
no t significant at the . 05 level . It  was concluded that a significant 
relationship exis ted between the teen leader ' s  plans to continue service 
as a leader and number of tasks they had performed . Teen leaders who 
planned to continue service as leaders had performed a signif icantly 
larger number of tasks than had those who did not plan to continue to 
serve as leaders . There was no significant relationship between the 
teen leaders ' plans to continue service as a leader and the number of 
tasks respondents felt prepared to perform and , conversely , the number 
they did not feel prepared to perform . 
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Summary.  The numb er of tasks teen leaders had performed and , con­
versely , the numb er they had no t performed were not significantly related 
to the respondent s '  personal charac terist ics  of  s ex ,  plac e of res idence , 
or number of brothers and sis ters . Neither the number of tasks teen 
leaders fel t prepared to perform nor the number they did no t feel prepared 
to perform was signif icantly related to the personal characterist ics of 
age , sex ,  place of residence , number of bro thers and sis ters , or number 
of clubs other than 4-H . 
Neither the number of tasks teen leaders felt prepared to perform 
nor the number they did no t feel prepared to perform was signif icantly 
related either to the leadership charac teris tics of number of leader 
training meet ings attended this year or their plans to continue service 
as a 4-H leader . 
A s ignificant relationship was found between the age of teen 
leaders and the number of tasks they had performed and the numb er they 
had not performed . Older respondents tended to have performed signif­
icantly more tasks than had younger respondents . Conversely , the number 
of tasks respondent s had no t performed decreased signif icantly as age 
increased . 
A signif icant relationship was found between grades completed and 
number of tasks teen leaders had performed and also the number they had 
not performed . There was also a signif icant relationship between grades 
completed and number of tasks teen leaders felt prepared to perform . 
There was an increase in the number of tasks performed by teen leaders 
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and the number of tasks they felt prepared to perform as they advanced 
in grade · level . Conversely , the number of tasks teen leaders had no t 
performed decreased s ignificantly as they advanced in school grade level . 
A significant relationship was found between number of clubs o ther 
than 4-H to which teen leaders belonged and the number of tasks respondents 
had performed and also the number they had not performed . Respondents 
who belonged to a larger number of clubs had performed a significantly 
larger number of  tasks . Conversely , as the number of  club s to which the 
teen leaders belonged increased , the number of tasks they had no t per­
formed decreas ed significantly . 
A signif icant relationship was found between number of  years 
enrolled in 4-H and the number o f  tasks teen leaders had performed and 
also the number they had no t performed . This was also true for the 
number of tasks respondent s felt prepared to perform as well as the 
number they did no t feel prepared to perform . Teen leaders who had been 
in 4-H a longer period of time had performed and felt  prepared to perform 
a significantly larger numb er of  tasks . Conversely , the numb er of  tasks 
respondents had no t performed and the number they did not f eel prepared 
to perform decreased s ignificantly as the number of years enrolled in 
4-H increas ed . 
A signif icant relationship exis ted between service as a 4-H club 
officer and the number o f  tasks teen leaders had performed , also the 
numb er they had no t performed , and the number of tasks they felt prepared 
to perform as well as the number they did not feel prepared to perform G 
Teen leaders who had held a 4-H office had performed and felt prepared to 
perform a signif icantly greater number of tasks than those who had no t 
served as officer s .  
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A s ignif icant relationship was found between the number of state 
and nat ional events teen leaders attended and the number of  tasks they 
had performed , also the number they had no t performed , and the number of 
tasks they did not feel prepared to perform . The numb er of  tasks teen 
leaders had performed tended to increase s ignif icantly as the number of 
state and national events they had attended increased . Conversely , the 
number of tasks teen leaders had no t performed and the number of tasks 
they fel t unprepared to perform decreased s ignif icantly as the number of 
state and nat ional events at tended increas ed . 
There was a significant relationship between membership in the 
Honor Club and number of tasks teen leaders had performed , also the 
number they had no t perfo rmed , and the number of tasks they did aa well 
as the number they did no t feel prepared to perform . The number of  tasks 
teen leaders had performed and the number of  tasks they felt prepared to 
perform was signif icantly greater for Honor Club members than for those 
respondents who were not members o f  the Honor Club . The number of  tasks 
respondents had no t performed and the number of tasks they felt unpre­
pared to perform was significantly fewer for Honor Club members than for 
nonmembers . 
There was a signif icant relationship between membership in the All 
Star organization and number of tasks teen leaders had performed , also 
the number they had no t performed and the number of tasks they fel t  
prepared t o  perf�rm a s  well a s  the number they did no t feel prepared to 
perform . The number of tasks teen leaders had performed and the number 
they felt pr�pared to perform was significantly greater for All S tar 
members than for tho se who were no t members of the organizat ion . 
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A signif icant relationship was found between number of years served 
as a j unior or teen leader and numb er of tasks teen leaders had performed , 
also the number they had no t performed and numb er of tasks they fel t 
prepared to perform as well as the number they did no t feel prepared to 
perform . The number of tasks teen leaders had performed and the numb er of 
tasks they felt prepared to perform increased significantly as the number 
of year s enrolled in 4-H increased . Conversely , the numb er of tasks teen 
leaders had not performed and did no t feel prepared to perfo rm decreased 
as the numb er of years enrolled in 4-H increased . 
A signif icant relat ionsh ip was found between the number of leader 
training meetings teen leaders attended this year and the number of tasks 
they performed as well as the number they had no t performed e The number 
of tasks teen leaders had performed increased s ignif icantly as the number 
of leader training meetings attended increased . Conversely , the number 
of tasks teen leaders had not performed decreased as the number of leader 
training meetings they had attended increased . 
A signif icant relationship was found between teen leaders ' attend­
anc e at j unior or j unior high club meetings and the number of tasks they 
had performed , also the numb er they had not performed and the number of 
tasks they fel t prepared to perfo rm as well as the number they did no t 
feel prepared to perform .  Teen leaders who had attended j unior  o r  j unior 
high club meetings tended to have performed a significantly larger numb er 
of tasks and felt prepared to perform a s ignificantly larger number of 
tasks than did those  who had no t attended such meet ings . 
A signif icant relationship was found between frequency teen 
leaders worked with adult leader s and the number of tasks they had 
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performed , also the number they had no t performed and the number of tasks 
they felt prepared to perform as well as the number they did no t feel 
prepared to perform .  As the frequency of teen leaders ' wo rk with adult 
leaders increased , there was also a signif icant increase in the number of 
tasks they had performed as well as the number of tasks they felt prepared 
to perform .  Conversely , teen leaders who did no t work with adult leaders 
had performed significantly fewer tasks , and they felt prepared to perform 
. . . 
signif icantly fewer tasks than those who worked with adult leaders . 
A signif icant relationship was found between frequency teen leaders 
worked with j unior leaders and the number of tasks they had performed , 
also the number they had no t performed and the number of tasks they did 
and tho se they did not feel prepared to perform . As the frequency of 
teen leaders ' work with j unior leaders increased , there was also a signif-
icant increase in the number of tasks they had performed and the number 
of tasks they felt prepared to perform . Conversely , teen leaders who did 
not work · with j unior leaders had performed fewer tasks than tho se who 
worked with j unior leaders . 
A signif icant relationship was found be tween teen leaders '  plans 
to continue service as a 4 -H leader and the numb er of tasks they had 
performed . and the number they f elt prepared to perform �  Teen leaders 
who planned to continue service as leaders had per formed a significantly 
larger number of  tasks than had tho se who did no t plan to contin�e to 
serve as leaders .  
Purpose 
CHAPTER IV 
SUMMARY , CONCLUSIONS , AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I .  PURPOSE AND SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 
The purpose of this study was to explore the role perceptions of 
teen leaders and to identify some factors which might have influenced 
their role performance .  
Specific Objectives 
The specif ic obj ectives of the s tudy were as follows : 
1 .  To determine the percept ions teen leaders had of their role 
in the 4-H organization . 
2 .  To determine the relationship between 4-H teen leaders ' role 
performance and the degree to which they felt prepared to perform the 
leadership role . 
3 .  To identify some personal , 4-H participation , and leadership 
characteris tics of  teen leaders which influenced their role perceptions . 
4 .  To identify some personal , 4-H participat ion , and leadership 
characteristics of teen leaders which influenced their role performance . 
II . METHOD OF INVESTIGATION 
Population and Sampling Procedure 
The populat ion for this s tudy included all 4 53 4-H members who 
attended the 19 75 S tate 4-H Round-Up at The University of Tennessee in 
Knoxville .  
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An ins trument was developed using leadership tasks previously 
identified (Fussell , 1969) . A check lis t  was developed for 4-H members 
to indicate their perceptions of whether the tasks should be  performed 
by only j unior leaders ,  only teen leaders , bo th junior or teen leaders ,  
or neither j unior nor teen leaders ; whether they had or had no t performed 
the tasks and whether they felt prepared to perform the tasks . 
Questionnaires were administered by volunteer adul t leaders 
attending 4-H Round-Up during living group meetings on the firs t evening 
of the week-long event . 
III . METHOD OF ANALYS IS 
The completed questionnaires were coded and responses were recorded 
on data sheets . Data were punched on data processing cards and computa­
tions were made by The University of Tenne·ssee Computing Center . The 
s tatistical test used for the analys is of data was the analys is of 
variance F tes t . The F values which achieved the a OS level were accep ted 
as being s tatistically significant . 
IV . MAJOR FINDINGS 
Maj or findings were classified and will be presented under group 
headings related to the four obj ectives of the study . 
Perceptions Teen Leaders Had of Their Role in the 4-H Organization 
1 .  Teen leaders felt none of the leadership tasks should be per­
formed exclusively by j unior leaders . 
2 .  Teen leaders fel t  some of  the tasks related to organization and 
proj ect leadership should be  performed only by teen leaders . 
3 .  Teen leaders did no t perceive a great deal o f  difference in 
the role of j unior leaders and that of teen leaders . 
Relat ionship Between 4-H Teen Leaders ' Role Performance and the Degree 
to Which They Fel t Prepared to - Perform the Leadership Role 
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1 .  A maj ority of the teen leaders had performed each of the tasks . 
2 .  A maj ority o f  teen leaders fel t  prepared ·to perform each of  
the tasks . 
3 .  More teen leaders felt prepared to perform each task than had 
actually performed the task . 
Personal , 4-H Par ticipation and Leadership Characteris tics of Teen Leaders 
Which Influenced Ro le Perceptions 
1 .  Personal charac teris t ics o f  age , grade completed in school ,  
place o f  res idence , and number of brothers and s is ters teen leaders had 
did not significantly influence their perception o f  who should perform 
the leadership tasks . 
2 .  Four-H part icipat ion characteristics of number of years en­
rolled in 4-H , serv ice as a 4-H club o f f icer , number of s tate and national 
4-H events attended , membership in the 4-H Honor Club , or  membership in 
the 4-H All S tar organization by teen leaders did no t significantly in­
fluence their perception of who should perform the leadership tasks . 
3 .  Leadership characteris tics  of  number of years s erved as a 
j unior or teen leader , number of leader training meetings attended this 
year , work with · adult leaders , or work with j unior leaders by the teen 
leaders did no t s ignificantly influence their perception of who should 
perform the leadership tasks . 
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4 .  Male teen leaders felt that a significantly larger number of 
tasks should be performed only by j unior leaders than did females . 
5 .  Female teen leaders felt that a significant ly larger number of 
tasks should be performed by both j unior and teen leaders than did males . 
6 .  Teen leaders who belonged to only one or two clubs o ther than 
4-H felt that a. signif icantly larger number of tasks should be performed 
only by j unior leaders than did those who belonged to a larger number of 
clubs . 
7 .  Teen leaders who had no t attended j unior or j unior high meet­
ings felt that significantly more of the tasks should no t be  performed by 
either j unior or t een leaders than did those who had attended such 
meetings . 
8 .  Teen leaders who did not plan to continue s ervice as 4-H 
leaders felt that a s ignif icantly larger number of  tasks should be per­
formed by neither j unior nor teen leaders than did thos e who planned to 
cont inue their s ervice as leaders . 
Personal , 4-H Participat ion, and Leadership Characteristics of Teen 
Leaders Which Influenc ed Role Performance 
1 .  Personal ch�racteris tics of teen leaders ' sex ,  place of  
residence , and number of brothers and s is ters did no t significantly in­
fluence their role  performance .  
2 .  Older teen leaders performed s ignif icantly more tasks than 
those who were younger . 
3 .  Teen leaders tended to signif icantly increase the number of 
tasks they had performed and the number of  tasks they felt prepared to 
perform as they advanced in school grade level . 
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4 .  Teen leaders who belonged to a larger numb er of  clubs had 
performed a s ignificantly larger numb er of tasks than those who belonged 
to fewer clubs . 
5 .  Teen leaders who had been in 4-H longer performed signif icantly 
more tasks than those with fewer years ' membership . 
6 .  Teen leaders who had served as officers had per formed and felt 
prepared to perform a s ignificantly greater numb er of tasks than those  
who had not served as officers . 
7 .  The number of tasks teen leaders had performed increased .. 
s ignif icantly as the number of state and national events they had attended 
increased . 
8 .  The numb er of tasks teen leaders performed and the number .of 
tasks they felt prepared to perform was significantly greater for Honor 
C lub members than for tho se who were no t members of the Honor Club . 
9 .  The number of tasks teen leaders performed and the number of 
tasks they felt prepared to perform was s ignificantly greater for All 
S tar member s than for those who were no t members of the organization . 
10 . The number of tasks teen leaders performed and the number of 
tasks they felt prepared to perform increased as the numb er of years en­
rolled in the 4-H Leadership Proj ect increased . 
11 . The number of tasks teen leaders performed increas ed s ignif­
icantly as the number of leader training meetings they had attended 
this year increased . 
12 . Teen leaders who had attended j unior or j unior high club 
mee tings performed a significantly larger number of tasks and felt pre­
pared to perform a significantly larger number of tasks than did those who 
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had no t attended such meetings . 
13 . As the frequency ·with · whfch teen leaders ' work with adult 
leaders increased , there also was a significant increase in the number of 
tasks they had performed and the number of tasks they felt prepared to 
perform .  
14 . As the frequency with which teen leaders worked with j unior 
leaders increased , there also was a significant increase in the numb er of 
tasks they had performed and the number of tasks they felt prepared to 
perform .  
1 5 . Teen leaders who planned to continue service as leaders had 
performed a s ignificantly larger number of tasks . than had thos e who did 
no t plan to continue their service as leaders . 
V .  IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based on the results of the findings of the s tudy , the following 
implications were drawn and recommendations made : 
1 .  The data ind icat ed that teen leaders did no t perceive a great 
deal of difference in. the role of j unior leaders and that of teen leaders . 
It would seem that teen leaders saw their role as being on the same 
level as that o f  j unior leaders . In order to gain maximum b enef it from 
bo th j unior and teen leaders , perhaps , tasks will need to be more 
specifically delineated and unders tood by j unior leaders , teen leaders ,  
adult leaders , and Extension Agents .  Leadership proj ec t materials will 
need to be made available to clarify role respons ib il ities  and proj ect 
requirements . 
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2 .  Data indicated that teen leaders felt prepared to perform a 
maj ority of tasks but that they were no t being utilized to maximum 
benefit . I t  would seem that increased effort should b e  made by county 
staffs  to provide additional opportunit ies for teen leaders to put their 
skills into practice . Perhaps in-service training for Extension Agents 
could be provided to sugges t more effec tive ways to get greater involve­
ment by a larger number of teen leaders on the local and county levels . 
3 .  Teen leaders who were older , in a higher school grade level , 
and had been enrolled in 4-H a longer period of time performed a signif­
icantly larger number of leadership tasks . It would s eem that special 
emphasis should be placed on enrolling memb ers at a young age and re­
taining them through the senior 4-H years through . inc reased involvement 
of j unior high and senior 4-H members in the performance of a greater 
number of leadership tasks . 
4 .  Teen leaders who had attended a greater number of s tate and 
national event s performed a signif icant ly larger numb er of  tasks . It  
would seem that teen leaders ' performance could be improved by providing 
opportunities for as many different teen leaders as poss ible to attend 
as many dif ferent s tate and nat ional events as possib le .  
5 .  Teen leaders who were members o f  the Honor Club and All S tar 
organization had performed· and felt " prepared to perform s ignificantly 
more tasks than those respondents who were not members of the organiza­
tions . It would seem that special effort should be made by county s taffs 
to encourage 4-H members  to become members of these organizations at an 
early age by providing greater opportunit ies for 4-H partic ipat ion to 
help members qual ify . 
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6.  Data indicated that the number of tasks teen leaders per­
formed increased significantly as the number of training meetings attended 
increas ed . It would seem that teen leader role performance would be  im­
proved if expanded training opportunities were made available . Perhaps 
special teen leader training materials and approaches could be  made 
available by the s tate 4-H staff . 
7 .  Da ta indicated that teen leaders · who attended j unior and j unior 
high club meetings performed and felt prepared to perform s ignif icantly 
more tasks than those who did not attend such meet ings . Perhaps more 
opportunities could be made available by county s taffs for teen leaders to 
at tend j unior and j unior high 4-H Club meet ings . 
8 .  Data indicated the teen leade rs who worked frequently with 
adult leaders and with j unior leaders performed and felt  pr epared to 
perform a signif icantly greater numb er of tasks than those who did no t 
work with j unior or adul t leaders . It would seem that special effort 
should be made by county extens ion staffs to coordinate work of  j unior 
leaders ,  teen leaders , and adult leaders in the total 4-H program. 
VI . RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
1 .  A similar s tudy should be conduc ted with j unior leaders to 
determine if there is a signif icant difference between j unior and teen 
leaders ' role percep tions and ro le performance .  
2 .  Fur ther study is needed to de termine more effective me thods 
for util izing teen leaders . 
3 .  Addit ional studies should be  conduc ted to de termine how 
effec tively teen leaders perform leadership tasks . 
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4 .  Additional s tudy is needed to determine how ef fectively teen 
leaders work with j unior leaders and with adul t leaders . 
5 .  Further s tudy is needed with 4-H alumni to determine their 
effec t iveness as 4-H leaders . 
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APPENDIX 
THE UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE 
AGRICULTURAL EXTENS ION SERVICE 
SURVEY OF 4-H TEEN LEADERSHIP TASKS 
We would like to find out what tasks you feel appropriate for teen 
leaders to perform and whether or not you feel prepared to perform these 
tasks . Your answer will give us information needed to help you with 
the 4-H teen leadership proj ect . Your answers will be  kept s tr ict ly 
conf ident ial . We do need accurate answers to these quest ions and your 
cooperation will be greatly appreciated . 
1 .  County ----- 2 .  Age __ 3 .  Sex __ 4 .  Grades comple ted 
in school ------------------------------
5 .  Where do you live? Farm Rural Non-Farm Ci ty--over 2 , 500 __ _ 
6 .  Number of brothers and sis ters? 7 .  Number of years in 4-H 
( including present year) 
8 .  Are you presently enrolled in a 4-H leadership proj ect {junior or 
teen leadership) ? Yes --- No ---
9 .  Number of years ( including pres ent year) you have been enrolled in 
4-H leadership { j unior and teen) proj ect 
10 . To how many clubs other than 4-H do you belong? 
11 . Have you ever held any of the following 4-H off ices ? Yes 
(Check all that apply) 
Pres ident Vice President ___ Secretary 
___ News Repor ter __ Song Leader Game Leader 
No 
Treasurer 
12 . Have you attended any of the following 4-H events?  Yes No 
(Check all that apply) 
State 4-H Congress State 4-H Roundup S tate 4-H All S tar 
Conference · Fontana Resource Development Conf erence National 
4-H Citizenship Short Course ___ Nat ional 4-H Congress District 
Leadership Conf erence __ S tate Cons ervation Conference 
13 . Do either of your parents now serve as 4-H Leader s?  Yes No 
14 . Have ei ther of your parents ever served as 4-H Leaders ?  Yes No 
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15 . Please write 1st , 2nd , and 3rd in front of the three main reasons 
why you enrolled in 4-H teen leadership . If you are no t enrolled in a 
4-H leadership proj ect , pleas e indicate why you did no t enrol l? . 
__ To develop leadership ab ility , self-confidence ,  and pai·se in 
meeting and working wi th people . 
To enj oy meeting and working with other teen leaders . 
---To take part in 4-H Camp , trips , and other spe cial activit ies . 
To help build a strong 4-H record . 
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__ A brother , sister , or friend who was serving or had served as a 
teen leader encouraged you to enrol l .  
___ To help other 4-H members . 
My Extens ion agent encouraged me to enroll . 
---My Adult 4-H Leader encouraged me to enrol l .  
Othe r reasons : (Please specify) 
Reason not enrolled in 4-H leadership : 
16 . Write 1s t ,  2nd , and 3rd in front of the three main reasons you feel 
prevent 4-H teen leaders from perfo rming leadership tasks . 
4-H members are no t aware of what they can do . 
--Parent s won ' t  let 4-H ' er part icipate .  
--4-H Program is too adult dominated . ---4-H members do no t have transpor tation . 
Job is no t chal lenging enough . 
---4-H members are afraid they cannot do a good j ob .  
--No one asked the 4-H members to participate . 
Other reasons (Pleas e specify) 
17 . Are you an Hono r Club member? 




19 . Have you attended training meetings for 4-H leaders ? Yes 
20 . If yes , how many training meetings have you attended this year? 
21 . Do you at tend j unior or j r . high club meet ings as one phase of 
your leadership work? Yes No 
is no , what prevents you from 
No 
22 . If the answer to number 21 ahove 
attending? (Check all that apply� ) 
No t enough time 
No transportation 
Junior club meetings . held dur ing 
school hours . 
--Do not enj oy working with --organized meet ings . 
Have not been asked . 
Cannot control a group � 
Other reasons ------------------
23 . How often have you wo rked wi th an adul t leader this year in carrying 
out teen leadership tasks ? (Check one . )  
__ Frequently ___ Occasionally No t at all 
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24 . How often have you worked with a j unior leader this year in carrying 
out teen leadership tasks ? (Check one . )  
___ Frequently ___ Occas ionally ___ No t at all 
25 . Do you plan to continue to serve as a 4-H leader ? 
If no , why no t?  
Directions : Please respond to each of 
the three ques tions about the follow­







Have you Do you feel pre­
performed pared to: per form 
this task? this task? 
Tasks of Teen Leaders 
1 .  Train 4-H officers and 
club members in parliamentary 
procedure . 
2 .  Install 4-H officers . 
3 .  Help 4-H officers plan 
the annual club pro gram . 
4 .  Help members plan 
regular local 4-H meetings . 
5 .  Help conduct recreation 
at 4-H meet ings . 
6 .  Help the club plan and 
conduct community service 
act ivit ies (e . g . , health , 
community beaut if ication) . 
7 .  Help members prepare 
for their respons ibility 
at 4-H meet ings . 
8 .  Serve on local 4-H 
committees . 
9 .  Inform memb ers of the 
date , time , and place o f  
local meetings . 
10 . Assist in organizing 
a local 4-H Club . 
11 . Help new members learn 
the purpose and values of 
4-H c lub work -. 
12 . Teach f irst year memb er 
the 4-H pledge , motto , 
and creed . 
JUNIOR TEEN 
LEADER LEADER Yes No Yes No 
Tasks of Teen Leaders 
13 . Teach . flag et iquette to 
members of club . . . 
14 . Help officers keep a 
reco rd of achievements 
of the club . 
15 . Help members keep a 
bul letin board of club 
publicity . 
16 . As sist j unior memb ers 
in complet ing enrollment 
cards . 
1 7 .  Complete reports re­
quested by the adult leader 
or county Extens ion agents . 
18 . Recruit new members 
for your club . 
19 . Tell j unior members of 
opportunities availab le 
in senior 4-H .  
20 . Help members to 
determine progress in their 
proj ects and activities . 
21 . Make home vis its to 
each member with whom 
you work . 
22 . Conduct 4-H proj ec t 
group meet ings . 
23 . Help arrange 4-H proj ect 
tours for members . 
24 . Conduc t training mee tings 
to help club members learn 
to keep 4-H records . 
25 . Check reco rd books 
regularly , and see that 
they are turned in on time . 
26 . Help secure proj ect 
material (e . g . , animals , . 
fabric , equipment) for 
members with whom you work . 
27 . Help 4-H members get 
addit ional proj ect 
information . 
28 . Collect 4-H exhib its 







Have you Do you-feel pre­
performed pared to perform 
this task? this task? 
JUNIOR TEEN 
LEADER LEADER Yes No Yes No 
Tasks of Teen Leaders 
29 . Help conduct special 
interes t training meetings 
for 4-H members . 
30 . Teach j udging standards 
to 4-H members . 
3 1 .  Encourage and as sis t 
members in preparing proj ect 
and activity exhibits for 
achievement days , fairs , 
shows , etc . 
32 . Teach members how to give 
a demons tration . 
33 . Help members plan and 
write speeches . 
34 . Dis tribute 4-H literature 
to club members . 
35 . Discuss the progres s of 
members with the adult leader 
or Extens ion Agent . 
36 . Help teach a special 
interes t group at camp . 
37 . Help with camp 
recreation . 
38 . Help with camp crafts . 
39 . Help wi th vespers and 
campfire programs . 
40 . Help with camp flag 
ceremonies . 
41 . Help in dining. hall 
at camp . 
42 . Serve as a living group 
leader at camp . 
43 . Serve on a teen leader 
camp planning committee . 
44 . Help plan and conduct 
local 4-H events . 
4 5 . Help ob tain transpor ta­
tion for members to 
special activit ies . 
46 . Help conduct lo cal 
4-H events . 
47 . Inform club members of 
how the County Extens ion 
Office and other agenc ies 







Have you Do you feel pre­
per formed pared to perform 
this task? this task? 
JUNIOR TEEN 
LEADER LEADER Yes No Yes No 
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Have you . Do you feel pre­
performed pared to perform 
this task? this task? 
Tasks of Teen Leaders 
48 . Help plan and conduct 
training programs for new 
j unior and teen leaders . 
49 . Read the National 4-H 
News and other teen 
leadership references . 
50 . Attend leader training 
meetings . 
51 . Par ticipate in a county 
4-H teen leader special 
interes t {proj ect) group . 
52 . S tart a new proj ect group . 
53 . Make a wr itten plan in 
cooperation with the adult 
leader or Extens ion Agent on 
what you will do as a teen 
leader (when , where , what , 
how) . 
54 . Keep a record of what you 
do in 4-H teen leadership . 
55 . Serve on a county 4-H 
counc il . 
56 . Hold conference with 
Extension Agent to review 
progress you ' ve made in 
carrying out teen leadership 
task . 
5 7 . Speak to local civic 
clubs and other groups . 
58 . Par ticipate in radio 
and TV programs . 
59 . Prepare window displays 
and exhib its during National 
4-H Week . 
60 . Work with c lub reporter 
to help write news articles . 
61 . Arrange for and help 
memb ers plan and par ticipate 
JUNIOR TEEN 
LEADER LEADER Yes No Yes 
in radio and TV programs . __ __  _ 
62 . Write proj ect literature . ____ __ __ _ 
No 
This completes the ques tionnaire . Your help and cooperat ion is greatly 
appreciated . Thank you . 
*Please check both j unior and teen leader if you feel both should 
perform a particular task . Place a 0 on bo th blanks if you feel the 
task is not appropriate for either to perform .  
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